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Prosecutor v. Gatete, Deoi.sion on Reques< for Referral, Ca>e No. ECrR-2000-61-RJ 1 biS 

THE H'ITER.J"II"ATIONAL CRIMli"'IAL TRIBUNAL FOR RWANDA 

SilTING as a Chamber designated under Rule II bis, composed of Judge Erik M<~se, 
presiding, Judge Sergei Alekseevich Egorov, and Judge Florence Rita Arrey; 

BEING SEIZED OF the Prosecutor's Request for the Referral of the case of Jean-Baptiste 
Gatete to Rwanda, filed on 28 November 2007; 

NOTING the Defence Response, filed on 26 February 2008, and the Pros=tion Reply, filed 
on 20 March 2008; 

FURTHER NOTING the amicus curiae submissions filed by the Republic of Rwanda on 23 
September 2008 and the International Criminal Defence Attorneys Association (ICDAA) on 
17 July 2008, as well as the amicus curiae brief of Hwnan Rights Watch in the Kayishema 
case, appended to the Defence Response, aud various responses to these submissions; 

HEREBY DECIDES the Request. 

INTRODUCTION 

I. On 28 November 2007, the Prosecutor submitted a request for referral of the case 
against Jean-Baptiste Gatele, who was an !nterahamwe leader in the Byumba and Kibongo 
prefectures in Rwanda, to the Republic of Rwanda for trial. 1 The Defence responded on 26 
February 2008, opposing such referraL2 

2. On 8 April 2008, the President of the Tribunal designated a Chamber under Rule 11 
bis of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, composed of Judge Erik Mese, presiding, Judge 
Sergei Alekseevich Egorov, and Judge Florence Rita Arrey.3 

1 The Proseculor's Requesl for lbe Referral oflhe Case of Jean-Boplisle Ga1e1e to Rwanda Pursuan11o Rule II 
his of the Tribunal'• Rules of Procedure and Evidenre. 28 November 2007 (b<Iow referred 10 as lhe 
"Prosecunon Request""). Of the four similar transfer requests wh1ch have been filed and assigned to Chamber.< of 
!he Tribunal, decisions has been I<ndered in lhree of these cases: The Prosecu./Qr ~- YW!suf Muny<Jkazi, Docision 
on lhe Prosecutor"s Requesl for Referral of Case to the Republic of Rwanda (Referral Bench). 28 May 2008; 
TJ,e p,o.se<:~<l<>' v. Gaspcl'd Kany<Jrukiga. De<ision on Prosecutor'• Request fOT Referral to the Repubhc of 
Rwanda (Referral Bench), 6 June 2008; TJ,e l'N>Set:u.lt" v. ldelphtmse Hategekimana. Dc<ision on Prosc<utor's 
Request for the Referral of the Case of ldelphonse Hategekimana to Rwanda (Referral Bench). 19 June 2008. 
Tran>fer w'-' denied in all cases. The Pro=ution lodged appeals against these dc<isions. The Appeals O!ambe:r 
has rendered iiS decision in IWO of lhose cases. It upheld lhe denials. oee The Pro<ecr<tor v. Mwnyah>zl. Decision 
on the Prosecution's Appeal Against Decision on Referral Under Rule ltb;.; (Appeals Chamber), 8 Oclober 
2008) (below referred to as the "'Mrmy<Jkazi Appeals ChiU!!ber Decisioo"'); The l'ro.secu.tor v Gaspclrd 
Kanyarukiga. DectSlon on the Prosecution "s Appoal against DeclSlon on Referral unde~ Rule 11 bis (Appeals 
Chamber). 30 October 2008 (below referred to as the "'Kany<Jrulriga Appeals Chamber Decision"). The fourth 
trllllSfer requost pertains to an accused al large: The Prosecu.tor v. Fulgence Kayishem~. The Prosc<utor"s 
Request for the Referral of the Case of Fulgence K.ayishcma to Rwanda Pursuant to Rule II bis of lhe 
Tribunal's Rules of Procedure and Evideoce, 11 June 2007. 
'Reponse de Ia Defense iJ Ia reqrdte enrirulr!e: Prosecutor"s Request for the Referral of Jean-Bapriote Gatele 
etc .• filed on 26 febroary 2008 ("'Defence Response"). All. English translalion was filed on 21 April 2008. See 
a/jo Prosecutor"< Reply to this Response. 20 March 2008 ('"Prooecution Reply'"), after having sought an 
e~tension of time on 28 Fcbroary 2008 The Chamber has acoording to case law discr<:tion to comido:r late 
subrrussiono. It has considered the Reply without making a formal decision on the request for extension, wbich 
" henoe moot. 
·'Order Assigning to Trial Chamber I th< Motion for Referral to Rwanda (Presidenl), 8 April2008. 

' 
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3. Gatete pleaded not guilty to all counts during his initial appearance on 20 September 
2002.' On 21 April 2005, Trial Chamber I granted leave to file an Amended Indictment-' It 
was filed on 10 May 2005 and is the basis of the present transfer rcqucst.6 Referring to acts 
allegedly committed in the Byumba and Kibungo prefectures, the Indictment contains six 
counts: genocide, or in the alternative complicity in genocide, conspiracy to commit 
genocide, and the crimes against humanity of extermination, murder and rape. Gatete is 
accused of having acted individually in these crimes or in concert with other members of a 
joint criminal enterprise.' 

4. Following applications pursuant to Rule 74 of the Rules, the Chamber granted amicus 
curiae status to the Republic of Rwanda and the International Criminal Defence Attorneys 
Association (ICDAA). They have provided written submissions on Rwanda's ability to 
satisfy the requirements of Rule 11 bis (C).9 In addition, the Defence has appended the 
amicus curiae brief filed by Human Rights Watch in the Kayishema case to its Response, The 
parties have further invlled the Chamber to consider briefs of some of the amici filed in 
earlier transfer requests, along with the Prosecutor's response to them. The Chamber has 
done so. 10 However, it denies a Defence request to incorporate as part of its submissions a 
supplementary report from Human Rights Watch. 11 

' T. 20 Scptcmbor 2002, pp 48-50. 
' D<:ciSl<>n on the Prosecution's RequeSI for Leave to ftle an Amended llldklment (TC), 21 April 2005. 
'1M Prruecutor v. Savo Todovit, Decision on Rule llbos Referral (A C), 23 february 2006, pam. 14 (a Referral 
Bench must base its considerations concerning the referral of a case on !be operative indictment), T/le 
ProsecUior v. Milan Lukii ond Sredoje LukiC., DecisiOJl on Milan LukiC Appeal Regarding Refert'3l (AC), 11 
July 2007, para. 12. 
' The Amended lndiclment withdrew !he counts of direct and public incitement to commit genocide and 
violations of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol !1, ctarifi.-d the modes of 
participation and provided bener par11culars of the charges against Gatctc. The Defence did not oppose the 
amendments. 
1 Decision on tlm~<:us Curiae Request (Republic of Rwanda) (TC), 8 Septembor 2008: Deci•ion on tlmicw 
Curioe Requests (lbuka, A vega and ICDAA) {TC), 30 June 2008. In this latter docision, the Chamber denied 
amie>L< cun'ae starus to two non·governmental orgamsations (lbnka and Avega) hut accepted the request of 
ICDAA, due 1o its ••pertise in 1elation to the requtrements needed to ensure that the nghts of persons accused of 
mtemational crimes arc adequately protected. 
'..!micw Curiae briefs was fLied by ICDAA on 17 July 2008 ("'CDAA Brier"). On the same dare, ICDAA 
sought an extension of lime. The Chamber bas constdcrcd the ICDAA Brief without isouing a format decision 10 
that effect. The 1equest for extension is therefore moot (see similarly foomote 2). The Republic of Rwanda filed 
its Brief on 23 September 2008 ("Rwanda'• Brief'). It addre>Ses the obstacles identified by the Trial Chambers 
in tho rocent referral decisions (>ee footnoiC l) and seeks to specifically address the.e concerns (Rwanda's Brief, 
para 4). It also mdioates its intention to incorponlle its previous amicw filings by reference (Rwanda's Brief, 
para_ 2). The Chamber has taken account of these submissions, which were extensively considered in the 
Chamber's referral decision in the Ki:tnyarulriga case (see footnote I) Rwanda funher requests the Chamber To 
consider ,ts Bnef of 28 July 2008 filed before the Appeals Chamber in the Mun)'<lhui case ""d BllJltxed 10 
Rwanda's Brief as part of the submissions in the Gatete case (below referred to as "AMex I to Rwanda's 
Brief'). The Defence filed its submissions in re;ponse to Rwanda's Brief on JO September 2008, and in tum 
reque.Sied the Chamber to consider the Defence Brief filed before the Appeals Chamber on 4 August 2008 in the 
M~U~yaluui case ("Munyakazi's Amicus Curiae Brief before the Appeals Chamber"') lo form part of the record. 
The Chamber has done so 
"Defence Response, paras. 115-119 (referring to the amicus curi<te bnef of Human Rights Watch filed in the 
KayiJhema case on J January 2008 ("HRW Brief')): Prosecution Respon><, para. 52 (referring lo the 
Prosecutor's Response of 21 January 2008 to Human Rlghts Watch ill the Kayi-!hema case ("Prosecution 
Response 10 HRW"), and its Response of 7 March 2008 to ICDAA in the Kanyarukrga case ("Prosecuuon 
Response lo ICDAA")). 
'' On 4 September 2008, the Defence sought to supplement its Response by seeking to admit a Human R<ghts 
Watch rq>ert of July 2008 entitled "Law and Reality" Progress in ludiO>al Reform in Rwanda", as well as the 
ttanscnpts from an o,..l hearing before the Refenal Bench in the Muny<~lcat! case (Requite afin d'obtenir Ia 
permi-!ston de dt.poser de no~veaux ti/Jm~nls de prevue au soulien de Ia reponse de /"accu.<<i <i /a "Prosecutor's 

~( 
' 
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5. Rwanda supports the Prosecutor's Request. It submits that it is willing and able to 
accept Gatete's case before a competent court in Rwanda and that be will receive a fair trial 
there_ The Defence, Human Rights Watch and ICDAA oppose transfer. The submissions of 
the parties and the amici are summarised below. They are comprehensive and the Chamber 
has not found any need for an oral hearing_ 11 

DELIBERATIONS 

6. Rule II bi.s (C) allows a designated Trial Chamber to refer a case to a competent 
national jurisdiction if it is satisfied that the accused will receive a fair trial and that the death 
penalty will not be imposed or carried out. According to Rule 11 bi.s (A), referral may be 
ordo:red to a State (i) in who:;e territory the crime was committed, or (ii) in which the accused 
was arrested, or (iii) which has jurisdiction and is willing and adequately prepared to accept 
the referral. 11 

7. The Prosecution Request is based on Rule II bis (A)(i), which does not contain any 
explicit requirement concerning a State's willingness and preparedness to accept a referral. 
However, it follows from case law that this is implicit in a Rule II bis (C) analysis. 14 The 

Requesr for the referral of the case of Jean·Bapt<Sre Gate/e /o Rwanda··, elo., filed on 4 September 2003 
("Defence Motion")). The Prosecution opposed the Motion, on grounds that HumO!l Rights Walch to d•te had 
nol sought leave to file an amicus t:ll.nae brief in this case, and as other porties hacl thorefore nol been afforded 
the opp<>Jtunity 10 file responses to the;e submissions. Furthor, admisston of material ill dns IIIllfincr would 
subvert the usual methanism for consideration of supplementary submissions by Stales, organisations or persons 
under Rule 74_ (?ro<ecutor's Response lo Accusod"s Motion to Admit Additional Evidenoe, 10 September 
2008, para_ 4). 
The Chamber nol<s thai in the present co.se, the ?rose<ulion has appended 12 documents lo its reques~ wh<reas 
the Defenoe Response has 19 iliU1e>:es, one of which contains the Human Rights Watch am1cus c1<nae brief filed 
in relation 10 the Kayishema case (Defence Response. Anne• 8). The Chamber has previously denied requests 
which seek to add additional documents without authorisation from the Chamber ll!ld..- tho Rut<> (Prosecutor v. 
Kanyarukiga, D«ision on Defence Motion 10 Admit Additional Evidence (IT), 19 June 2008, para. 3). The 
Hum&n Rights Wotclt report of July 2008 is a g011eral document which ill subslallce endorSeS the conclusions of 
the Humon Rtghts Watch amicus Cll.ri<W brief annexed 10 the Dcf<::nco Response thai already forms part of tho 

file_ Furthermore, the Chamber sees no need 10 add the transcripts from the M~nyaiw:li hearing as a document in 
the present case, as they form piltt of the Tribunal's reoord and may be refe-rred Ia without being fo:mally 
admitted_ Consequ011tly, the Defence Motion is domed it its entirety. 
"Decision on Defence Motion for Oral Hearing (TC), 21 Jcme 2008. The Chamber notes the oral hoanng which 
look place in The Prtm!cutor v_ Yussuf Munyakazi (footnote t above), .<ee T. 24 April 2008 pp. 1--83. 
" 11 is rtcalled than UIJltke its IClY counterpart, Rule 11 bis of the ICTR Rules does nol require !hal the 
Chambor "shalt. in aocordance with Security Council resolution 1534 (2004), conside-r lhe gravity of lhe onmes 
cha.r&ed and tho ltvtl ofrtsponsibility of the aecused"". see ICfY Rule II bis (C). 
" The Prosecutor v_ Radovan StanJwvic, Decision on Rule !IbiS Referral (AC), I September 2005, pam. 40 
relating to the equivalent provisions in the IClY Rules of Procedure and Evidence ("as a slncUy textual matter, 
Rule I Ibis (A) does nol require that a JUnsdiclion be "willing and adequately prepared to accept" a transf<rr<d 
case if it "'"-' the territory in wbioh the crime was committed But that " beside the pain~ because 
unquesuonably a jurisd,ction's willingness and capacity to aeoepl a prepared case is an explicit prerequisite for 
any referral to a dom..,tic jurisdiction . Thus, the '"wilhng '-"d adequately prepared'" prong of Rule llb/S 
(A)(iti) of the Rules is implicit also ill the Rule llb£>"(B) analysis"). Se. also The Praoet:ll.tor v Mitar Raiewt 
ami $avo TodoviC, Decision on Savo TodoviC's Appeal Against DeclSlons on Referral under Rule\ IbiS (A C). 4 
September 2006, para RS. 
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Chamber notes that the Republic of Rwanda has stated that it is willing and is prepared to 
accept Gatete's case for prosecution. 15 

A. LegaJ Framework 

8_ The Appeals Chamber has established that a Trial Chamber designated under Rule II 
bis must consider whether the State has a legal framework which criminalizes the alleged 
conduct of the accused and provides an adequate penalty structure. 16 

(i) Pasonal Jurisdiction 

9. According to the Amended Indictment, Gatete's alleged crimes were commined in 
Rwanda. Consequently, Rwandan courts have personal jurisdiction over him pursuant to 
Article 6 of the Rwandan Penal Code.17 

(ii) Mate rio/ Ju~isdiction 

10. The Prosecution and the Republic of Rwanda submit that Rwanda's legal framework 
criminalises Gatete's conduct in tcnns identical to the provisions of the ICTR Statute. 
According to Human Rights Watch, transfer may not be possible due to a potential lack of 
subject maner jurisdiction. 13 

11. The Chamber is not the competent authority to decide in any binding way which law 
is to be applied if the case is transferred. This is a matter which would be within the 
compelence of the High Coun and the Supreme Coun of Rwanda. But the Chamber mUll! be 
satisfied that there is an adeqllll.le legal framework which criminalises Gatete's conduct so 
!hal the allegations can be duly tried and determined. 1 ~ 

12. Article I of Organic Law of 16 March 2007 on the Transfer of Cases ("Transfer 
Law'') states that the law "shall regulate the transfer of cases and other related maners, from 
the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda and from other States 10 the Republic of 
Rwanda". Article 3 provides that a person whose case is transferred by the ICTR to Rwanda 
"shall be prosecuted only for crimes falling within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal". The 

"Le~er of 16 Novemb<:r 2007 from lhe Rwandan Pras<:cutor General to lhe lCTR Prose<utor (Annex A !o lhc 
Prosecution Request). The tetter also contains assurances that Gatete will b<: afforded a fair !rial and !hat, if 
convicted, he w>tt nor be subject to the dealh pcnalry_ 
" The Prosecutor "- M1chel Bagarogaza, DeciSion on Rule !Ibis Appeal (AC), 30 Augu•t 2006, pan>. 9, 
referring to The Prasecuwr v. Zeljlw MejakiC e/ al .. De<:LSion on Joint Defence Appeal Against DeciSion on 
Referral under Rule !Ibis (A C), 7 April 201){;, pan. ~0. See also The Pro3ecu/Or v. M1/an LukiC and Sredoje 
LukiC, De<ision on Referral of Caso Pursuant 10 Rule II bis e!C. (Referral Bench), 5 April 2007, paras. 44---45; 
The Prosecutor v_ Rahim Ademi and Mirlw Norac, Decision for Referral to lhe Aulhorities of the Republic of 
Croatia Pursuant to Rule llbu (Referral Bench~ 14 September 200S, parao. n and 46; The Prosecutor v. Gojlw 
JanlwviC, Decision on Referral of Case under Rule !Ibis (Referral Bench), 22 July 2005, pan>. 27; The 
Prosecutor v_ Ze/jko Mejakii: et al, Decision on Prosecutor's Motion for Referral of Case Pursuant to Rule 
!ibis (Referral Bench), 20 July 2005, para. 43; The Prosecutor v. Milar RaSeviC and Sovo TodoviC, DcclSton on 
Referral of Case under Rule I Ibis etc. (Referral Bencll), 8 July 2005, para_ 34. 
" Article (j of the Rwandan Penal Code of 18 August 1977 as subsequently amended, states: ~ro~/e infrac/ion 
commise sur /e /errilmre Rwandais p<>r les Rwandais ou des itrangers est punie canformemenl tl Ia loi 
Rwandaise, sous riserve de l"immumti d1ploma11que consacrk p<>r les canven/WIIS ow /es usages 
intemalwnaux." (Anne• D to the Prosecution Request). 
" Prosooulion Request, paras. 18·34; Rw""da 's 81"lef, para. 2; HRW Brief, paras. 1 8-24; Prosocution Response 
to HRW, paras. 9-20_ 
"See footnote 16. 
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Transfer Law does not contain any explidt legal definitions of genocide and crimes against 
humanity10 

13. The Prosecution has referred to a law of 1996 concemmg the prosecution of genocide 
and a law pf 2004 pertaining to the Gacaca courts.21 Human Rights Watch argues that the 
1996 Genocide Law was abrogated by the 2004 Gacaca Law, and that the latter does not 
define the crimes of genocide and other violations of international humanitarian law. 
Therefore, the Chamber "should inquire into tbis apparent discrepancy and whether there is a 
complete definitional basis for the relevant crimes in Rwandan law" to support transfer. 22 

14. The Chamber recalls that Article I of the 1996 Genocide Law, which was replaced by 
the 2004 Gacaca Law, provided for criminal proceedings against persons who since I 
October 1990 committed acts constituting 

a) either the crime of genocide or crimes against humanity as defined in the Convention on 
the Prevenhon and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of9 De.:ember 1948, in the Geneva 
Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949 
and its additional protocols, as well as in the Convention on the Non-Applicability of 
Statutory Limitations to War Comes and Crimes Agamst Humanity of 26 November t968, 
the thre<: of which were ratified by Rwanda; or 

b) offences set out in the Penal Code which the Public Prosecution Department alleges or the 
defendant admits were committed in connection with the events surrounding the genocide and 
crimes against humanity. 

This text referred to the definitions of the crimes in the relevant international conventions. 
H~:>wever, the 1996 Genocide Law will not be applicable to any cases that may be transferred 
from the Tribunal to Rwanda?; 

15. The 2004 Law reorganised the Gacaca courts charged with tJying the perpetrators of 
"the crime of genocide and crimes against humanity" committed between 1 October 1990 and 
31 December \994 (Article l) and maintained that cases concerning offenders belonging to 
the sCH:alled "first category" should be heard by the ordinary courts (Article 2). According to 
Article 51, that category comprises, amongst others, persons who planned, organised and 
supervised "the genocide or crimes against humanity", together with his or her accomplices. 
Consequently, both Articles I and 51 specifically mention genocide and crimes against 
humanity but without any explicit definitions. 

"Organic Law No 1112007 of 16 March 2007 Concerning T.ansfer of Cases to the Republic of Rwanda from 
the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda and From Other States (Annex B to the Prosecution Request). 
" Organic Law No. 08196 of JO August 1996 011 the Organisation of the Prooecution of Offences Constituting 
the Cnme of Grn<><:ide or Crimes Against Humanity Committed Since l October 1990 ("1996 Gen<><:ide Law") 
(Anne~ C to the Prose<ution Request); Organic Law No. 16/ 2004 of 19 June 2004 Establishing the 
Organisation, Compet<nce, and Functioning ofGacaca Courts ("2004 Gacaca Law"). 
" HR W Brief, paras. 22-23 (noting that Rwandan courts eonvietro 204 per;ons for <:rimes of genocide between 
January 2005 and September 2007 Uftder the 2004 Gaoaca Law and the Penal Code). Human Rights Watch also 
argues that Law Blbis/2003 Punishing the Crime of Genocide, Crimes against Humanity and Wu Crimes 
("2003 Law"), which contains v~ry specific deHnitions in Articles 2 (gen<><:ide), 5 (crimes agoinst humanity) ond 
6 (will' crimes) does not >eem to have retroactive effe<t. The Republic of Rwanda has eonfirmro that the 2001 
Law is irrelevant in relation to transferred coses as it" applicable ooly for crimes that""' committed after its 
entry mto force (Rwanda's Bnef, J>M•- 26 c). 
" Article 105 of the 2004 Gacaca Law states that the 1996 Gen<;>cide Law,._, welt"" another l•w establishmg 
Gaeaca wurts and all prev1ous toga! provisions "contrary to this organic law. are hereby abrogated"-
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16. The Genocide Convention of 1948 as well as the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 
and their two Additional Protocols of 1997 were all binding on the Republic of Rwanda in 
1994. It has also ratified the Convention of 1968 on the Non-Applicability of Statutory 
Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity?' According to Article 190 of the 
Rwandan Constitution of 2003, treaties which Rwanda has ratified are "more binding than 
organic and ordinary laws". 25 This formulation indicates that the conventions have been 
incorporated into national law and carry considerable weight. 26 

17_ A closer examination confirms the impact of these conventions in Rwandan law. In 
conformity with the 1968 Convention, Article 13 of the Constitution provides that "the crime 
of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes do not have a period of limitation". As 
mentioned ahove, the 1996 Genocide Law contained explicit references to the Genocide 
Convention, the Geneva Conventions and Protocols, and the 1968 Convention. Furthermore, 
the preamble of the 2004 Gacaca Law expressly refers to the Genocide Convention and to the 
1968 Convention.27 Rwandan jurisprudence confirms that the ordinary courts have applied 
the Genocide Convention, the applicable Geneva Convention or the 1968 Convention, 
depending on the charges, together with the material provisions of its Penal Code and the 
1996 Law (which was subsequently replaced by the 2004 Gacaca Law, see para. 14 above).l1 

18. According to the Republic of Rwanda, the 2007 Transfer Law will unambiguously 
govern cases transferred from the ICTR. That law is not only lex specialis but will apply 
together with other applicable provisions, such as the ICTR Statute, the Penal Code and the 
2004 Gacaca Law. 29 The Chamber considers that the formulation in Article 3 of the Transfer 
Law (providing for prosecution ''only for crimes falling within the jurisdiction of the 
Tribunal") strongly suggests that they will be tried for the crimes as they are defined in 
Anicle 2 (genocide) and Article 3 (crimes against humanity) of the ICTR Statute.10 

"The Repubilc of Rwanda mifiod or acceded to the Convention of9 December 1948 on the Prevention and 
l'unishment of the Crime of Genocide on 16 April 1975; the Geneva Convention of 12 August 1949 relative to 
the Protection of Civthllll Persons tn Ttme of W-.r on 5 May 1%4; the Addillorutl Protocols to the Geneva 
Conventions on 19 November 1984; and the Convention of 26 November 1968 on the Non-Applicability of 
Statutory Limitation• to War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity on 16 Apn11975 (" 1968 Convontion'"). 
"The Rwandan ConstituMn. adopted in Referendum of 26 May 2003 (Annex F to the Prosecution Request 
contains excerpts). Arttde ]9() continues '"except in case of non compliance of one of the parties"" This proviso 
:fP"""' inapplicable in the present co:ntext. 

The formulation "more binding than _ laws"" is not clear but suggests that the conventions carry more weight 
than ordmMy lcgislatton and may prevail in eliSe of a oonfhct with dom.stic law. The •ubntissions do not 
~cifically addreosthis iSSite, which is not decisive to the Chamber"• findtngs. 
' The preamble reads: "Con•idcring that the crime of genoctde and crimes against humanity are provided for by 
the International ConvenMn of 9 December 1948 relating to repression and punishment of the crime of 
genocide .. ; "Con,dering the Convention of 26 November 1968 on imprescriptibility of war crimes and crimes 
W,ill5t humamty"" (Some stylistic changes have been made in the available English translotion J 
2 See, for in•tancc. Recueol de juri.lprudence contenlieta du genocide (elaboratod by Avoca" Sans Frontibes 
in co-operation with the Supreme Court of Rwanda et al.), Volume V pp. 13 e/ seq. (Higiro e/ al.,judgment of 
t4 March 2003, Court of First Instance, Butare): Volume VII pp. 41 er seq. (Mbol"llShirnana el al .• judgment of 7 
January 2005. Court of First Instance. Gisenyi); pp. 161 el seq. (Bayingana el a/_, judgmenl of 29 July 2005, 
High Court of Cyangugu), pp. 257 el seq. (Ndmkaba•di er a/., judgment of 20 July 2005, Supreme Court, 
referring lo the Genoctde Convention, the applicable Geneva Convention artd the Convention of \ 968). 
,. Rwanda's Brid, para. 2 
"'The Chamber recalls that neither the Genocide Convention nor the Geneva Conv<:ntions and Protocols define 
crimes against humanity (which prior to the ad hoc Tribunals' Statutes had its basis in customary international 
law) The deforurlon of crimes against humanity in the !968 ConvenTion is only partial. Neith<rr the parties nor 
the amico have addressed this issue_ The Chamber io satisfied that the rofe:ren<Oe to the IC"IR Statute in Article 3 
of the Ttansfor Law (which includes a reference to Article 3 in the ICTR Statute), remedies any lacuna thot may 
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Furthermore, Article 25 of the Transfer Law provides that in the event of an inconsistency 
between that law and any other law, the Trnnsfer Law shall prevaiL1' 

19. Having cons1dered the relevant provisions in the Transfer Law, applicable 
conventions, Article 190 of the Constitution, legislation as well as domeshc case law, the 
Chamber is satisfied that Rwanda. has subject-matter jurisdiction over the crimes alleged 
against Gatcte in the Indictment. 

(iii) Temporal Jurisdiction 

20. Without referring to any specific prov1s1on, the Defence argues that the genocide 
legislation refers to acts committed from l October 1990 without any further limitation in 
time, and that this is not in conformity with the ICTR Statute.11 The Chamber recalls that 
Article 3 of the Transfer Law provides that "notwithstanding the provisions of other laws in 
Rwanda.", persons who are transferred from the Tribunal shall be prosecuted "only" for 
crimes falling with the jurisdiction of the ICTR. It follows from Articles I and 7 of the 
Statute that the ICTR only has jUJ1sdiction to prosecute acts committed between 1 January 
and 31 De<::ember 1994. The formulation in the Transfer Law indicates that Gatete, 1f 
transferred, will not be prosecuted for acts committed before or after this penod. 

(iv) Modes of Participation 

21. Pursuant to Article 6 (1) of the Statute, Gatete is alleged to have planned, instigated, 
comrrntted or otherwise aided and abetted in the planning, preparation or execution of the 
crimes. This provision covers both principal perpetrators as well as accomplices. The 
Prosecution submits that the Republic of Rwanda possesses an adequate legal framework to 
try Gatete on similar forms of responsibility. Article 89 of the Rwandan Penal Code identifies 
both principal perpetrators and accomplices to crimes, Article 90 defines the author of 
cnmes, and Article 91 mentions the various forms of complicity to crimes.ll The Chamber 
finds the ml;)des of participation in Rwandan law to be similar in substance to those found in 
Article 6 (1) of the Statute and Tribunal jurisprudence. 

(v) Penalties 

22. As mentioned above, a Chamber designated under Rule II bis must satisfY itself that 
the transfer State has an adequate penalty structure.J• Article 21 of the Transfer Law states: 
"Life imprisonment shall be the heaviest penalty imposed upon a convicted person in a case 
transferred to Rwanda from !erR." This corresponds to Article 23 of the ICTR Statute and 
Rule 101 of its Rules. Article 82 of the Rwandan Penal Code directs the court to assess the 
punishment in view of all circumstances in connection with the crime and to consider 

c~isl. Finally, there is no need for the Chamber to constder the legal bas,. of war crimes (Ankle 4 oflhe lcrR 
Statule) in Rwandan law, as they do not form pan of lhe lndicbnent againsl Galete. 
" Anicle 25 of the Transfer Law reads: «In the event of any inconsi.>l<:ney between this Organic Law and any 
olher Law, the provisions of this Organic Law shall prevail"• (Annex B to the Proseculion Requesl). 
"D<fence Respome, paras. S2·SS. At para. 87, the Defence refe,.. 10 Rwandan ease law thai is alleged to 
demonstrate the lendency before Rwandan courts lo refer to events prior lo I 994 in entering convictions for the 
1994 genocide. The Ch.unbtr lS not oonvtnced that such case law by the genera! cottnS in Rwanda decisive in 
relation 10 the system sel up under lhe Transfer Law, 
" Prosooulion Reques~ paras_ 23-26, ref~rring to lhe Rwandan Penal Code (Annex D lo the Prosecution 
Request)_ In J>af!ieular, Anidc 91 encompas>es. amongst olher forms, complicily by insligation, compl!cily by 
aiding and abening, and complicity by p!eparing the means 10 commit the crime. 
14 Foolnote I 6 above; Pro>O<:ntion Rtqu<:<l, paras. 27-34 . 

• 
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mitigating factors. Under Article 22 of the Transfer Law, the court shall give credit for the 
period spent in detention. The Chamber considers that the Rwandan penalty strucrure 
addresses the intrinstc gravity of international crimes and conforms to accepted sentencing 
practices.31 

23. It follows from Article 4 of the Transfer Law tllat if the case is transferred, the 
Rwandan Prosecutor will adapt the Tribunal's Indictment to the Rwandan Code of Criminal 
Procedure. 36 The Defence argues that there is a risk that the Indictment may be recast upon 
transfer. This may result in a fresh investigative process and expose Gatete to different 
charges than under the present JndictmentJ7 Further, it will engender significant additional 
delay.18 

24. The Chamber considers that national investigations may be required to prepare a 
transferred case for trial. Funhermore, case law has accepted that an international indictment 
be adapted to national provisions.19 The case law also indicates that in order for referral to be 
denied on the basis of delay, an accused must show that any possible delay as a conse~uence 
of referral would be of such nature or ell tent as to outweigh the propriety of referral. 0 The 
Chamber is not convinced that Gatete's case will take longer in the case of a referral 
compared to the Sttuation if he is tried at the Tnbunal. 

B. Dcatb Penalty 

25. According to Rule II his (C), the Chamber must satisfY itself that "the death penalty 
will not be imposed or carried out". This condition for transfer is met. In relation to 
transferred cases, capital punishment is ellcluded by Article 21 of the Transfer Law, quoted 
above (para. 22). The Republic of Rwanda has also abolished the death penalty from its entire 
legal system!' By abolishing capital punishment, it removed one of the impediments to 

" Submission.> conceming solitary confinement will be addressed below, paras. 85-87. 
" Law No. 1312004 of 17 May 2004 R.elahng 10 the Code of Criminal Procedure (Anne~ G to the Prose<:ution 
Request). 
" Defence Respon><e. paras. 79-81. 
"Defence Response, paras. 66-74. 
"The Prosecutor Y. Michel Bagaraga;:a, Decision oo Rule !Ibis Appeal {A C), 30 August 2006, para. l7 {'lbe 
Appeals Chamber agree• with the Prosecution that the C<><~eep\ of a 'c .. e' i• broad.,- thlUl any given charge in an 
indictment", holding that the authorities in the referral State oecd not necessarily J>looeed under their laws 
again>! each acr or crirne mentioned 111 the Indictment in the same manner that the l'rosccution would before the 
Tribunal); The Prosecwor v. RadoWln Slonkovic, Decision on Referral of C""" Ol!lder Rule II bis (Referral 
Bench), 17 May 2005, para. 74, referring to the adaptation of indictments under the Transfer Law of Bosnia and 
He=:govina (ree also pams. 24, 45-46). 
"' The Prosect<tor v. Mejai<ft el a/ .• O.mion on Prosecutor's Motion for Referral of Case Pursuant to Rule llbis 
(Referral Bench), 20 July 2005, !'=· 116. See also The Proserotor v. Sl<~J~kavic, O.c!Sion on Rule llbis 
Referral (Referral Bench), 17 May 2005. paras. 73-76 (referring to safeguards under the oationallaw of Bosma 
and Her>:egovina to protect an accused's right to !rial without undue delay, ond modaliti"' for enouriog 
e~pedited proceadings before national courts). The Chamber re<alls that Article 15 of the Transfer Law requires 
a 'l"'edY !rial without undue delay (para. 29 below). 
" 0.-,:anic Law No. 3112007 of 25 July 2007 R<l•ting to the Abolihon of the Death PCIJalty {Annex E to the 
Prosecutton Request) Article 2 reads: "Tho death penalty is hereby abolishad"", whereas Article 3 provides ""In 
all the legislatlve tc•ts in force before the [entry into force] of thi• OrgalliC Law, tho death penalty is substituted 
by life >mprisonment or life imprisonment with special provisions". 

' 
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transfer of cases from the ICTR.42 Submissions concerning conditions during life 
imprisonment will be addressed below (paras. 80-87). 

C. Fair Trial 

(i) General Considerations 

26. Rule II bis (C) requires the Chamber to satisfy itself that "the accused will receive a 
fair trial in the courts of the State concerned". The Prosecution submits that Rwanda's legal 
framework includes the fair trial guanmtees recognised by the ICTR Statute and human rights 
conventions. The Defence, Human Rights Watch and ICDAA dispute this." 

27. The Chamber recalls that the right to a fair trial follows from several international 
instruments, including Articles 19 and 20 of the ICTR Statute, Articles 14 and 15 of the 
Internattonal Covenant on Civtl and Political R.tghts (ICCPR), and Article 7 of the African 
Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (ACHR). The Republic of Rwanda is a party to the 
ICCPR and the ACHR.44 It has provided reports to the supervisory bodies under these 
conventions.'! 

28. At the domestic level, Rwanda has adopted many provisions ~;>frelevance to the right 
to a fair trial. The Constirution contains a separate chapter on human rights which includes 
fair trial guarantees, such as Articles II and 16 (non-discrimination and equality before the 
law), 15 (right to physical and mental integrity), 18 (deprivation ofliberty; information about 
charges), 19 (presumption of innocence; fair and public bearing; access to court), 20 (non
retroactivity of criminal laws) and 44 (the judiciary as the guardian of rights and freedoms).46 

The legislation also provides protection, such as the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

29. With regard to transfer of cases the Chamber observes that Article 13 of the Transfer 
Law lists the following rights: 

" This was the pornt made by the ICTR Prosecutor tn his address to the Security Council on I 5 December 2006 
("Rwanda ... is not yet rcady in the sense of fulfilling tbe conditions of transfer, to receive from the ICTR cases 
of indict<es for trial""). lCDAA ·, •ubmissioo that the statement refem:d to the Lssue of fairness before Rwandan 
courts (Brief. para. 28) is inaccurate. This follows clearly from the context of the Prosoe»tor"s sta!ement ("The 
mdicarions are that the death penalty. a major obstacle to the transfer of any case to Rwanda, will be abolished 
no\ JUSt in relation to the =• of the lCTR, but ocross the board. A soon as that " acoomphshed I shall be 
requesting the transfe-r of c .. es .. I hope this can be done ln the first half of2007""). 
"Prosecu~on Request. paras. 37-75; Defence Response, paras. 4-30; HRW Brief, paras. 12-15: ICDAA Brief, 
E-28-39. 

The Republic of Rwanda rntified the lCCPR on 16 April 1975 and the ACHR on 15 July 1983. The 
Pn>St<>ullon potnls out that Rwanda also has accepted scrutiny under the optional program established under the 
African Union, the New Partnership for Aftica"s Development review (NEP AD). Among the objecti-.s of this 
program is the promotion of sustainable development. good governance and human nghts (Prosecution Reques~ 
para. 74). 
'' The Prosecution argues that the Republic of Rwanda"s "compliance action under treaties and programmes 
mentioned above .. enables Rwanda to drnw from the expertise of the members of those bod1es in an effort to 
progressively enhance her compliance v.·ith human rights obligations. lnc\uding those in relation to fair trials and 
due process"" (Pn>St<>utton Reques~ para. 75). This is not entirely convincmg Rwanda"s third penodic roport 
under Anicle 40 of the Covenan~ which was e>pected on 1 0 Apnl 1992, was submitted on 23 July 2007 and has 
not l>oen examined by the Human Rights Committee. Rwanda has not accepted the Optional Protocol to the 
lCCPR concerning individual communications. The Chamber does not have a¥ailablc any information about !he 
•eports submitted under the ACHR . 
.. Rwondan Constin.tion of 2003, Title 11: ""fundamental Human Rights and the Rights and Duties of the 
Citizen·· (Annex F to the Prosecution Request). 
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(l) the accused shall be entitled to a fair and public heanng; 

(2) the accu.sed shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty; 
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(3) the accused shall be infonned promptly and in detail in a language which he or 
she understands, of the nature and cau.se of the charge against him or her; 

(4) the accused shall he given adequate time and facilities to prepare his and her 

defence; 

(5) the accused shall be entitled to a speedy trial w!lhout undue delay; 

(6) the accused shall be entitled to counsel of his or her choice in any examination. Jn 
case he or she has no means to pay, he or she shall he entitled to legal representation; 

(7) the accused shall have the right to be !tied in hls or her presence; 

(8) the accused shall have !he nght w examine, or have a person to examine for him 
or her !he wimesses against him or her; 

(9) the accused shall have !he rigl1t to obtain the anendance and examination of 
wimesses on his or her behalf under !he same conditions as witnesses against him or 
her: 

(10) the accused shall have the right to remain silent and not to be compelled to 
incriminate himself or herself." 

30. This list of rights is supplemented by other provisions in the Transfer Law, such as 
Articles 5 {lawful arrest and detention), 7 para. 2 (no conviction based solely on written 
witness statements), 9 para. 2 (right to cross·examination), 14 (protection of witnesses), 15 
(status of the Defence), and 23 (conditions of detention). Furthermore, it is recalled that 
Article 190 of the Constitution states that international conventions are "more binding" than 
other laws (above, para. 16). 

31. The above overview illustrates that the Republic of Rwanda has made notable 
progress in improving its judicial system!8 The Chamber accepts that the Rwandan legal 
framework generally mirrors the right to a fair trial as embo-died in Article 20 of the ICTR 
Statute. However, the issue in the present transfer proceedings is not only whether Rwandan 
law contmns the required guarantees. The Defence, Hwnan Rights Watch and ICDAA argue 
that there is a gap between judicial theory and practice, especially for prosecutions of persons 
accused of genocide and other crimes of political importance.4 They have provided 
illustrations relatmg to the general situation in the country, experiences from the ordinary 
courts, and from the Gacaca jurisdictions. The Prosecution disputes these concerns, 
considering them speculative, generalised and unsubstantiated. 

32. The Chamber recalls that its task under Rule II bis is to satisfy itself that the accused 
will receive a fair trial if transferred. Information which the Chamber reasonably feels it 

''Annex B to the Prosecution Request, which contains the text of Article 13 in Kinyarwanda, English and 
French. Some minor inconsistencies in the Englisb version have been corrected above. 
" This is, for rnsunce, the v1ew of Human Rights Watch. In addition to long-standing knowledge of the 
situation in Rwanda, this non-governmental organisation has been monitoring the judicial system there since 
2005 (HRW Brief, paras. 3-4, t 7). 
"Su, in particular, Defence Response, para.s. 3, 28,32-39 and 49-SZ; HRW Brief, p11n1s. 12 and 13 ("On their 
face Rwanda's laws comply with the fair trial provisions of Article 20 of tile Statute . Nevertheless, thtdc laws 
are inoonsistenUy applied"); ICDAA Brief, para. 32 ("Basic principles of fairness or<: very often ignored 
within the Rwandan national JUdtciat system, either in theory or practice, o.r both'l-
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needs to determine this issue is therefore relevant-10 This includes e1>penence from 
proceedings before Rwandan courts. But it is also important to bear in mind that the 
Prosecution request ts based on a specific legal regime, established by Rwanda to facilitate 
transfer under Rule ll bis. This regime only involves the High Court and the Supreme Court 
which wi!l conduct proceedings within the framework of the Transfer Law. As no accused at 
the ICTR has been transferred to Rwanda, there is no practice under this specific regime. 
Furthermore. the Prose<:ution has taken steps to ensure international momtoring of transferred 
trials under Rule I 1 bi.s (D)(iv). 51 The task of the Chamber is to determine whether Gatete 
will receive a fair trial if transferred under these particular cir.::umstances. Below it will 
examine the specific issues that have been raised. 

(il) Judicial Independence, Impartiality and Capacity 

33. According to the Prosecution and Rwanda, the courts and judges are independent and 
tmpartial. The Defence disputes this. Human Rights Watch submits that even though judicial 
independence is guaranteed by law, there is exe<:utive interference in prnctice. ICDAA also 
questions the independence of the judiciary." 

34. The Chamber notes that Rwanda has adopted a legal framework concerning 
independence and impartiality. The Constitution states that the judiciary is independent and 
separate from the legislative and ellecutive anns of government, and that it enjoys fmancial 
and administrative autonomy (Article 140), Judges hold office for life and shall not be 
suspended, transferred, or otherwise removed from office (Article 142).53 The Superior 
Council of the Judiciary is responsible for the appointment, discipline and removal of judges 
(Articles 157 and 158).1' Article l of the Code of Criminal Procedure provides for tnals by a 
competent, mdependent and impartial tribunal established by law.ss An Ombudsman oversees 
the judiciary, and a Code of Ethics has been adopted.56 These guanmtees also apply to the 
High Court and the Supreme Court, wbicb will bear cases under the Transfer Law. 

"' See similarly (in rela~on to monitoring) The Pro.secuwr ~- RadoWJn Slanktwic, Decision on Rule 11 bis 
Referral (A C), para_ 50 t'The quesnon. !hen. is how mucil auth<lmy !he Referral Bendt has in satisfY<ng itself 
!hot the accusod will "'coive a fair trial. In the view of the Appeals Chamber, the !lllliwer is straightforward: 
whatever information !he Referral Bench reasonably feeL; it nc<:ds, and what<"or orders is reasonably finds 
ne<essary, are wilhin the R<ferral Benoh"s aulhonty. so long as !hey assist !he Bench in determining whelher !he 
proceedmgs following the transfer wilt be fair. The Referral Bench must bear in mind the consid<m~ble 
discretion that the Rule offords !he Prosec-utor, but always !he ultimate inquiry l'<'llllnns the fairness of the trial 
that the accused will reecive""), 
" Below, Section D (paras. 89-94). 
" Prosecution Request, paras. 47-58; Anne~ I 10 Rwanda's Brief, paras. 14-16; Defence Re!ip(lnse. paras. 48-65 
ll!ld 89-92; HRW Brief. paras. 49-54; Prosoculion Response to HRW, p.....,, 39-44; ICDAA Brief, paras. 1 S-21; 
Prosecution Respons. to !CDAA, para. 6. 
" Rwandan Const1tutton of200) (Annex F 10 the ProS<cution Request). 
,. Detailed provisions about the Superior Council are found in Organic Law No. 02/2004 of 20 Marth 2004 
Determining !he Organisation, Powers and Func\Lomng of the Superior Council of the Judiciary (Anne.. K to !he 
Prosec:uuon Request). Furthennore, Organic Law No. 07/2004 of 25 April 2004 Detemtinmg the 0rgll!lisation. 
Functioning and Jurisdiction of the Courts contains rules obout the "J>PPintment and "'moval of judges as welt 
.., d"ctphnary powers. 
" Law No. ll/2004 of 17 May 2004 Relating to the Code of Criminal Procedure (Annex G to !he Prosecution 
Request). See similarly At1icle 64 (1) of Organic Law No. 07n004 of 25 April 2004 D<:termining the 
Organisation, Functioning and Jurisdiction of the Courts: '"Courts shall be independent and separate from olher 
state institutions."" 
"' Prosecution Reques~ paras 56-57. The Code was promulgated pu:rsuant to Law No 0912004 of 29 April 2004 
Rclatmg to !he Code of Ethics for !he Judioiary. 
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35. The Defence and ICDAA argue that there has been a tendency to fill higher positions, 
also in the judiciary, v.rith Tutsis and e~clude Hutus_ The Defence also allege that the 
Rwandan justice system is exclusively concerned with prosecuting Huru defendants and does 
not act impartially by investigating and prosecuting crimes committed by all sides. Further, 
members of the Prosecution and the Bench in Rwanda include individuals who are Tursi and 
who may have personally suffered during the genocide. The implication is that the courts 
may be biased, or that judicial proceedings cannot take place in a sufficiently calm and 
dispassionate climate.~1 The Chamber has not been provided with any statistical information, 
neither generally nor in relation to the etlmicity of judges appointed to the High Court and the 
Supreme Court. 58 But irrespective of the exact composition of those two judicial bodies, the 
Chamber does not find that these submissions prevent transfer. The acquittal rate in Rwanda 
in genoc1de cases is considerable. Many accused of Hutus origin have been acquitted by the 
ordinary courts, including cases where convictions are overtumed on appeal. 59 

36. Human Rights Watch and ICDAA have provided examples to illustrate that there is a 
gap between law and practice with respect to judicial independence.60 The Chamber does not 
underestimate the challenges facing the judiciary, which had to be reconstructed after the 
genocide in 1994. It also accepts the general observation by an independent e;o;;pert group, 
referred to by Human Rights Watch, to the effect that the "concept of judicial independence 
is relatively new in Rwanda"'. But although some of the illustrations provided by the amici 
appear well-founded, they are mostly of a general nature and do not focus specifically on the 
High Court or Supreme Court which will adjudicate cases within the fi:amework of the 
Transfer Law. For instance, m relation to interviews with 25 high-ranking Rwandan judicial 
officials statmg that the courts were not independent in 2005, 2006 and 2007, there is no 
information about the basis for the1r view, which is generally formulated. Other illustrations 
show that there may have been specific attempts to influence judges but not that the alleged 
interference was successful. 61 

37. The Defence submits that the High Court will be composed of a single judge {Article 
2 of the Transfer Law) and that three judges will constitute the Bench in the Supreme Coun. 
This is different from the situation in the international tribunals, where there are three judges 
at the first instance level and five on appeal. The Defence argument is that justtce offered in 
Rwanda wil! be of a lower standard than at the ICTR, because a single judge may be less 
likely to ensure that competent and reliable justice is dispensed.62 

" Defence Response, paras. 48-56, 57-61 (referring to this situation as a '"conflict of mteresl.!i""), ICDAA Brief, 
f,"""· 35-37 
' The Chamber notes that the offic1al policy of Rwanda seems to avoid public references 10 ethnicity. See, for 

instance, oral healing in TJ.e Pro;ecutor v. YW"suj MW1yal:azi {T. 24 April 2007 pp. 55-56) where Counsel for 
the Republic of Rwanda, in relation to a question from the B<mch about the composition of the High Court. 
an.<wered: "'(\!l}ith d<1e respect, I witt not be going mto the distu.sion of ethnic balance. It is against the policy 
of my country. it is against !he constitution of my country. a.nd I will not be doing that." See also id., p. 37. 
"The Chamber does not take a position oo the exact peroentage of acquittals, which may differ according to 
whether not only the ordtnary courts but abo Gacaoa proc;«dings are included in the oalculotioo. It &imply 
ob&el'les !hat !he acquittal mte is considerable. Of ten cases reported 10 Volllm<' Vl! (2004-2005) of Rer:tu!il de 
juri.>prudence conlen/leux du genocide (fuotnote 27 above). five involved an acquittal of S<>me type In The 
Prosecutor v. Yussuf Munyakm:i, CoUJ!sel for the Republic of Rwanda referud to an acquittal rate in his country 
of""clooe to 4{) per cent"" (T. 24 April 2007 p 31, see al.•o pp. 37, 38) . 
.., HRW Brief. p~~ras. 49·54 and ICDAA Brief, paras. 15-21. The Briefs al&o refer to '"genocidal ideologyH which 
is considered below (paras. 42, 45-46. 62-63) but ha$ been taken inlo account also in the pre>el!l contexl 
" One example is an tncident of alleged executive interference wi!h lhe High Court, mentmncd m HRW Brief, 

f""'· SJ. 
'Defence Re&ponse. paras. 89-92. 
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38. The Chamber observes that international legal ins!l1lments, including human rights 
convenuons, do not require that a trial or an appeal has to be heard by a specific number of 
judges in order to be fair and independent. The fact that the Bench at the first instance level 
and on appeal is composed of fewer judges in Rwanda than at the international tribunals 
clearly does not prevent transfer. Single judge trials take place in many countries on several 
continents and may include serious cases which can lead to severe punishment. Rwanda has 
had single judge trials in genocide cases since 2004, and there is no information available thai 
the acquittal rate has been lower in such trials. The Appeals Chamber has also found that the 
composition of the Rwandan High Court by a single judge is not as such incompatible with 
the right to a fair tria1.6

l The Chamber bas no basis for a finding that the situation may be 
different in a case transferred from the Tribunal. 

39. It follows that the Chamber considers some of the concerns mentioned above well
founded. However, having considered them separately and together, it does not fmd that they 
constitute a sufficient basis to deny transfer to the judicial bodies under the Transfer Law. 

(iii) Presumption of Innocence 

40. Article 19 of the Constitution provides that every accused person "shall be presumed 
innocent unul his or her guilt has been conclusively proved in accordance with the law in a 
public and fair hearing in which all the necessary guarantees for defence have been made 
available"'."' Th1s provision is in conformity with several human rights treaties to which 
Rwanda is a party, for instance Article 14 (2) of the ICCPR. Article 44 (2) of the Code of 
Cnmmal Procedure also provtdes that "an accused 1s presumed innocent until proven 
guilty".-.:; The principle is reiterated in Article 13 (2) of the Transfer Law (above, para. 29). 
Consequently, the presumption of innocence clearly forms part of Rwandan law. The 
question is whether it is applied in pracuce. 

41. The Defence submits that Rwandan law and practice does not clearly enshrine the 
presumption of innocence and the Prosecution's burden of proof.t>~; Human Rights Watch 
mentions several illustrations to show that there is a preconceived attitude against genocide 
suspects. The Prosecution disputes this.61 As previously mentioned, Article 44 clearly 
specifies that it is the Prosecution which bears the burden of proof. It also provides that an 
accused must put forward a defence only once the Prosecution has established a prlmafacie 
case. The Chamber therefore does not agree with the Defence that this Article contravenes an 
accused's right to remain silent by imposing an obligation to testify.6$ The Chamber notes 
that the examples referred to by Human Rights Watch do not include activities before 
Rwandan courts. One of them is the demal of voting rights to persons in pre-trial detention. 
This indicates a possible problem with electoral legislation, but does not demonstrate that 
judges in a trial will disregard the presumption of innocence. Another submission concern 
"colleclive punishment", accordmg to which persons livmg in the vtcinity of places where 

"MUTtyakazi App<als Chamber Decision, para. 26 (noting further that the"' was no evidence on the record m 
that case that single judge trials in Rwanda have been mo"' susceplible to outside inttrferenoe or pressure, 
f<":!ieularly from the Rwandan Govemmen~ than prevtolll! trials involving panels of judges)_ 

Rwandall Con•mulion of2003 (Annex F to the Prosecution Reques!). 
" Law No. 1312004 of 17 May 2004 relating to the Code of Criminal Procedure (Annex G to the Prose<ulion 
Request) 
66 Defcn<e Response, paras. 16-30. 
"Prosecunon Reques~ para.>. 38(ii). 69-69; HRW Brief, paras. 16 (a)(ii), 41-48, Ill (b); Prosecution Response 
IO HRW, para>. 4. 37 . 
., Defence Response, paras. 8-14_ 

" 
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survivors have been harassed have been forced to pay fines without any process of law. The 
Chamber observes that also this example does not involve the judiciary_ 

42. Reference bas been made to statements by officials which pwportedly suggest 
predetermination of guilt. The Chamber re<;alls that it follows from human rights case law 
that statements by representatives of authorities may raise issues in relation to the 
preswnption of innocence. 09 One set of utterances refer to the killing by police officers of20 
detainees in May 2007. The Commissioner General is alleged to have made a statement 
characterising all the suspects that were killed as criminals and terrorist. The Chamber notes 
that the facts are disputed and that the statement was made by a person outside the judicial 
hierarchy. Another statement was made by the President of the High Court m conn<Xtion with 
a conference in 2006.10 This statement is not clear and does not express any view on the guilt 
or innocence of specific persons. The Chamber does not consider that these incidents prevent 
transfer of Gatete's case to the High Court and makes a similar finding in relation to other 
statements quoted by Human Rights Watch as well as cases relating to "genocidal ideology" 
in 2006.7l It is recalled that many cases tried by Rwandan courts have resulted in acquittals 
(above, para. 35). 

(iv) R1ghll0 an Effective Defence 

43. Article 14 (3) of the ICCPR, which is incorporated into Rwandan law (above, para. 
17) contains the various elements of the right to defend oneself or throuj'f legal assistance. 
The principle is set forth in Article 18 (3) of the Rwandan Constirution. Article 13 of the 
Transfer Law covers some aspects of this right (above, para. 29). Moreover, Article 15 
provides that Defence Counsel shall have the right to enter Rwanda, move freely there, and 
not be subject to search, seizure, arrest or detention in the pelformance of their legal dulles. 
The security and protection of defence counsel and their support staff is also guaranteed. 

44. The contested issues are primarily whether these rights will be observed in practice. 
The Prosecution submits that Rwandan law affords the necessary guarantees. The Defence, 
HRW and ICDAA argue first, that Gatete, if transferred, may not have counsel available; 
second, that he may not receive legal aid; third, that the Defence may have problems in 
respect of travel, investigations and security or face other impediments in discharging its 
functions; and fout1h, that witnesses may not be available or may receive insufficient 
protection." The Chamber will address these issues separately. 

"' for instance, Alle~e/ de Ribemonl v_ France, Jwlgment of 10 february 19'95, European Court of Human 
Rights, paras. 32-47. 
10 The statement ("the architects of the genocide literally made everyone a direct or indlre<t partictpants") 
formed part oh paper ddivered ot a conference in The Hague in Docember 2006. (HRW Brief, pora. 46). 
11 HRW Brief, paras. 47-48. 
" Ankle 18 (3) of the Rwandan Constirutioo reads: "The right to be infonned of the na.rure and cause of charges 
and the right to defence ar<: absolute at all levels and degrees of proceedings before administrative, judicial and 
all other decision making organs" (Anne~ F to the Prosecution Request). 
11 Prosecution Request, paras. 65-66; Defence Response, paras. 31-47; Prosecution Reply, paras. 15-27; ICDAA 
Brief, paras. 50-53,71-93. 

" 
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(a) Availability of Counsel 

45. The Prosecution refers to Anicle 13 (6) of the Transfer Law, according to which the 
accused is entitled to counsel of his choice. The Defence, Human Rights Watch and ICDAA 
submit that it may be difficult to ensure that Gatete has legal representation, as lawyers 
representing persons accused of genocide have faced threats or harassment, and there are few 
lawyers?• 

46. It follows from the information provided to the Chamber that there are around 280 
Rwandan lawyers in private practice, mostly in Kigali. Even though this is a limited number 
compared to all genocide accused in the country, the Chamber has no doubt that there will be 
lawyers available to represent Gatete. It is also possible that lawyers from abroad may be 
willing to represent such persons.7s The examples of threats and harassment against Rwandan 
defence lawyers in connection with cases before ordinary courts do not show that lawyers, 
from Rwanda or elsewhere, will refuse assignments as Defence Counsel in proceedings under 
the Transfer Law. Whether a risk of harassment will make it difficult to carry out an efficient 
defence will be considered separately below under (c). 

(b) Legal Aid 

47. Anicle 13 (6) of the Transfer Law provides a legal framework guaranteeing the right 
to legal aid for indigent accused. The contentious issue is whether this right will be ensured in 
practice. The Pmsecution refers to funds having been set aside. Human Rights Watch, the 
Defence and ICDAA doubt that they will be made available or be sufficient.70 

48. The Chamber notes the submissions of the two amici that Rwandan authorities have 
not disbursed funds to pmvide payment for legal representation of indigent accused in the 
past, and that the legal aid budget administered by the Rwandan Bar Association is always 
depleted. However, what matters in the present context, is the situation under the Transfer 
Law. The Ministry of Justice has made budgetary provisions of appmximately $500,000 for 
2008 to fund the legal aid scheme in respect of transferred cases.n This is a significant 
amount. It is not for the Chamber to venture into the question whether this amount will be 
sufficient. II follows from case law that there is no obligation to establish in detail the 
sufficiency of the funds available as a precondition for referral. 7a 

49. Accordmgly, the Chamber is satisfied that legal aid will be available if Gatete is 
transferred. Should there be future financial constraints, it would be a matter for evaluatton 
by the monitoring mechanism (below, D). 

"Proscoution Request, pata.'l. 60, 63-64; Defence Response, poras 37-44, 46-47; Prosocution Reply, paras. 20-
27; HRW Brief 69-74, 84, I II (c); Prosecution Response to HRW, paras. 53-57; !CDAA Brief, pata.'l. 55-60; 
Prosecution Response to ICDAA, P"""'· 1 7-!8. 
"HRW Bn~f. paras. 73-74_ 
"Pro•ecution Reques~ paras. 63-64; Defence Response, pam. 43-4S; HRW Bnef, paras. 75-78, Ill (f); 
Prosecution Response to HRW, pata.'l- 58-60, ICDAA Brief, paras. 45-49. 61-70; Prosecution Response 10 
!CDAA.pom. 13-15. 
77 See HRW Brief, para. 76 ($500,000); ICDM Brief. para 47 ($468.000). 
"Prruecutor v. Radol'<lll Sta"lwvit, Decision on Rule ll bis Referral (AC), l September 2005, para 21 
('"Having satisfied itself that the Stat< would Sllpply defence counsel to accused who cannot afford their own 
rcprcscntation, and having teamed that there is financial suppon for !hat rep=;entalion. the R<fcrrat Bench was 
not obligated in its opinmn to itemize the provisions of the B1H b<ldget'"). 
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(c) Working Conditions 

50. The Defence, Human Rights Watch and ICDAA argue that Rwanda has never 
facilitated the uavel of Defence teams, and has delayed or failed to assist them in their 
investigations in Rwanda. This is disputed by the Prosecution and the Republic of Rwanda. 
Further, Defence teams have faced security risks when carrying out their functions in 
Rwanda_79 

51. Article 15 {Defence Counsel) of the Transfer Law reads as follows: 

Without prejudice to the provisions of other laws of Rwanda, Defence Counsel and their 
support staff shall have lbe right to enter into Rwanda and move freely within Rwanda to 
perfonn their duties. They shall not be subject to search, seizure, arrest or detention in the 
perfonnance of their legal duties. 

The Defence Counoel and lbeir support staff shall, at their request, be provided with 
appropriate security and protection. 

52. According to this provision, the Defence will be entitled to move into and within 
Rwanda and carry out their functions without search, seizure or deprivation of liberty, as well 
as being entitled to security. Without going into the facrual circumstances of the various 
alleged incidents, the Chamber accepts tbat there have been instances of harassment, threats 
or even arrest of lawyers for accused charged with genocide. On the other hand, the examples 
relate to proceedings before the ordinary courts. Defence teams at the ICTR have been able to 
work in Rwanda, even though they have encountered some problems.80 Should such 
situations occur after transfer under Rule 11 bis, the Defence will have an eJ(plicit legal basis 
for bringing the matter to the attention to the High Court or the Supreme Court. These courts 
will be under a duty to investigate the matter and provide a remedy in order to ensure an 
efficient defence. If the Defence team is prevented from carrying out its work effectively, this 
will be a matter for the monitoring mechanism and may lead to revocation of the transfer 
order. Finally, for the reasons given above (para. 48), the Chamber is not persuaded by the 
submission that the travel and investigation budget will be insufficient." 

53. Other alleged impediments faced by the Defence in connection with its investigations 
are generally formulated, and the Chamber is not convinced that they prevent transfer. 
However, the Chamber accepts the submission that many !erR Defence teams have been 
unable to obtain documents from Rwandan authorities, or have re\:eived them only after 
considerable time. 82 Similarly, there are examples of Defence counsel having difficulties in 

,. Prosecution Request, Jllll'l" 65-66; Defence Response, P"'"-'- 46-47; Prosecution Reply, P"'"-'- 26-27; HRW 
Brief, p•=· 16 (&)(iii), 79·84, 1! t (g) ond (h); Prooeculion Response to HRW, paras. 51-62; lCDAA Brief, 
~aras_ 50·53, 71-84. 

The faorual circurtllltances of oome of !he purported problems are disputed, and lbe Chamber does not full}' 
accept !he description of all events. For instance, Leonidas Nshogoza (ICDAA Brief, para. 7)), a lawyer who 
was then ><TYing as investigator for an!CJR Dcfoncc team, was on II February 2008 indicted by the ICTR and 
charged wilh contempt of court The descriptions of the incidents involving D<fence Counsel Calli•te Gakwaya 
(!CDAA Bnef, para. 82) and Defence Minister Marcel Galsinzi (HRW Brief, para. 82) are also not complete 
'' !CDAA Brief, Jllll'l"· 68-{;9. 
02 HRW Brief, paras. 79, 81; ICDAA Brief, para 89. One example is judiciO! anteeedents, for instane< guilty 
pleas or judgments involving Prosecution wiU>esses. 
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meeting detaineesY Such incidents are not in themselves sufficient to prevent transfer under 
Rule II his. However, together with other factors they illustrate that the working conditions 
for the Defence may he difficult. Together with other factors discussed below under (d), this 
may have a bearing on the fairness of the trial. 

(d) Availabllity and Protection of Witnesses 

54. The Prosecution submits that witnesses will be available and protected under the 
specific regime established under the Transfer Law. Allegations to the contraty are 
generalised and unfounded. Human Rights Watch and ICDAA argue that witnesses for 
persons accused of genocide are reticent to testify because they are afraid of being accused of 
harbouring "genocidal ideology". Inadequate procedures exist to protect witnesses. Defence 
witnesses in particular face threats and harassment, and witnesses residing outside Rwanda 
will be unwilling to testify.S4 Rwanda submits that it has taken substantial steps to ensure the 
hearing of witnesses and the presentation of evidence, including measures to ensure witness 
protection and safety." 

55. The Chamber recalls that provtding physical protection to WJtnesses and their family 
members who may be in danger as a result of their testimony may positively influence their 
availability. This may affect an accused's right to obtain the attendance of witnesses on his 
behalf and examine them under the same conditions as witnesses against him. Protection of 
witnesses before, during and after their testimony is therefore important to the fairness of the 
trial. 116 

56. Article 14 of the Transfer Law states that in cases transferred from the ICTR, the High 
Court "shall provide appropriate protection for witnesses and shall have the power to order 
protective measures similar to those set forth in Rules 53, 69 and 75 of the ICTR Rules of 
Procedure and Evidence". Travel to Rwanda of witnesses residing abroad shall be facilitated, 
and they shall have immunity from sean:h, seizure, arrest or detention. Accordmg to Article 
145 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, couns may order closed sessions where a public 
hearing could be detrimental to public order and good morals, and they may take other 
measures that may reasonably limit the right to a public tria! when necessary for the 
protection of witnesses.11 Consequently, the Republic of Rwanda has a legal framework for 
the protection of witnesses and has adopted provtsions similar to those in the Tribunal's 
Rules. 

"HRW Brief, paras_ 79, 81; ICDAA Brief. pam. 88. The illustration• in !CDAA Brief, pans. 86 (Defence 
Counsel followod by government officials during investigations) and 87 (Defence Counsel photographed while 
intel"iewing a witness) are worrying. However, such Lncidents do not appear sufficiently widespread to proven! 
transfer. 
"Prosecution Re~u<SI, paras. 43, 70; Prose<ution Reply, pilnl:l. 15-19; Rwanda's Brief, paras 10-ll; HRW 
Brief, paras. 15 (i), 16 (c), (d), (e), 25-40, 83-105, Ill (b), (i), (j) and (k); Prosecution RcsJKHIS<: to HRW, paras. 
4, 21-36. 63-66; !CDAA Brief, paras 98-124; Prosecution Response to ICDAA, paras. 21-24. 
"Anne< A 1 Rwonda's Brief, paras. 17-21 (contending that lhe Mu~yakazi Refeml Bench erred in failing to 
take the><: into account)_ 
86 Prosecutor v. Rah•m Adem• and Mirko Norac. Decision for Referral to lhe Authorines of the Republic of 
Croatia PuiSilarl! to Rule 11 bi$ (TC), 14 September 2005, paras. 49-50. 
"Law No. 1312004 Rela<ing to the Code of Criminal Proceduro (Anne~ G !o tho Prosecution Request)_ u. 
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57. Based on interviews, Human Rights Watch points out that the Rwandan provisions 
concerning witness protection do not appear to be widely known by legal practitioner:s and 
judges and hence not applied.'' The Chamber notes that the interviews were carried out in 
2005, 2006 and 2007 and related to a law which was recently adopted " in 2004 - and is 
applicable in the ordinary courts. Gatete's case, if transferred, will be conducted under the 
Transfer Law of 2007, which in Article 14 contains explicit and elaborate rules about 
protection. Lawyer:s, prosecutors and judges who will be engaged in such proceedings must 
be expected to know that provision. It will be for the parties to raise concerns, if any, and 
exhaust the witness protective mechamsms available in those proceedings, whtch would be 
monitored in case of transfer (below, D). in the Chamber's view, limited knowledge of 
witness protection under a prevtous general system is nm a reason to e;>;c\ude transfer under 
the spedfic regime established by the Transfer Law. Finally, the submissions do not show 
that Rwandan judicial officials will disregard witness protection orders. 89 

58. Human Rights Watch and ICDAA argue that the Rwandan witness protection service 
will be unable to provide adequate protection, as it lacks resoun:es. The funding has been left 
to foreign donors, and only 16 staff members serve the entire country.90 The Chamber 
observes that about 900 witnesses have been subject to protection since the service was 
established.91 This shows that the v.itness protection service has experience. There are 
presently four staff members in Kigali, where the transfer proceedings will take place. 
Capacity does not only depend on the number of employees but also on the priority given to 
particular cases, based on a concrete evaluation. Finally, a mere risk that future funding may 
not be available is not a sufficient reason to deny transfer.~1 

59. The Defence, Human Rights Watch and ICDAA refer to instances of threats, 
harassment and violence against witnesses living in Rwanda. It is argued that following 
testimony for the defence teams in ordinary courts, witnesses have been accused in Gacaca 
proceedings. Furthermore, in about ten cases, per:sons who testified for the Defence before 
the Tribunal were purportedly arrested, re-arrested, subjected to worse conditions of 
incarceration or otherwise harassed after retuming to Rwanda. The Prosecution disputes the 
factual description of some of the event, whereas others are sporadic incidents which do not 
prevent transfer. 9J 

60. In the Chamber's 
harassment of witnesses. 

view, the submissions show that there have been instances of 
However, it appears that the large majority of witnesses have 

" HRW Bnef, para. 26 refe"' 10 Article 128 of Lm No. 1512004 porta~t mocles et adminil;t:roJiaM de Ia prl!lNe, 
which enables Rwandan courts to take measures to prole<! witn....., who provide information or cooperate with 
the prosecuting authoriri.,., 
"A statement by the Rwandan Minister of Jusuce '" 20015 to the effect that wttness prote<rion is not appropriate 
in the Rwandan context (HRW Brief, P""'- 26) predates the adoption of the Transfer Law. The Chamber's 
attention has also been drawn to a docision by the Higher Instance Court of G .... bo, which included Mmes of 
protected witnesses (HRW Brief, pan. 28). However. one •uch deciSion does not form a basis 10 conclude that 
officials wilt not respe<t orders to be gi,·en under the Transfer Law. (The decision ordered the det<otion of 
Leonard Nshogoza, a Defence mvestigator charged at the lCTR with contempt of court, see footnote 81 above). 
"'HRW Brief, paras. 27 and 85; lCDAA Brief, pan. tOO. 
" HRW Brief, pan. 85; Prosecution Response to HRW. pan. 64. 
" According to Human Rights Watch, the funding for the frrst three quarto"' of 2007 amounred to Sl32,000 
(HRW Brief, pan. 85). 
"Defence Rosponse, paras. 31-36, HRW Bnef, paras. &9-109; Prosecntton Reoponse to HRW. paras. 67-78; 
ICDAA Brief. paras. 98- t 1 S 
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testified without such consequences. Similarly, although some persons who have given 
evidence before the Tribunal have reported problems, hundreds of Prosecution and Defence 
witnesses have come from Rwanda and returned without difficulties. Under these 
circumstances, the Chamber does not find that witnesses will, in genei<~I, face risks if they 
tesufY in transfer proceedings. This said, no judicial system, be it na.tional or international, 
can guarantee absolute witness protection.'4 Should incidents occur, it will be for the High 
Court or the Supreme Court to imllate investigauon, clarifY the facts and ensure the ne<:essary 
protection. If this is not done, or if the measures taken are insufficient, it would be a matter 
for evaluation by the monitoring mechanism (below, 0).95 

61. In this connection, the Chamber has also taken into account that the Rwandan witness 
protection service is unable to provide protection alone. According to Human Rights Watch 
and ICDAA, the service has to refer all cases of threats to the local police. The witness 
protection service forms part of the national prosecutor's office. According to the two amici, 
this makes it unlikely that Defence witnesses will seek the assistance of that service.% The 
Chamber considers that referral of cases by the witness protection service to other 
institutions, such a~ the police, does not necessarily mean that the service is inadequate. This 
said, the link between the witness protection service and the police may, in the Rwandan 
context, reduce the willingness of some potential Defence witnesses to testifY. The fact that 
the national prosecutor's office is responsible for the protection of all witnesses may also be 
noted by fearful witnesses. The Appeals Chamber has accepted this n::asoning.91 

62. Witness protection concerns are also related to the issue of "genocidal ideology", 
which has been extensively refen:ed to in some of the submissions. The Constitution refers to 
the fight against "the ideology of genocide".98 Article 13 does not use this concept but states 
that revisionrsm, negationisrn and trivialisation of genocide is punishable by law, and the 
2003 Genocide Law prohibits the negation of genocide.99 This is in itself legitimate and 
understandable in the Rwandan context. The Chamber recalls that many countries cnminalise 
the denial of the Holocaust, while others prohibit hate speech in general. 100 In the present 
case, it is argued that an expansive interpretation and application of the prohibition of 
'"genocidal ideology" will lead to Defence witnesses not being willing to testify, as they are 
afraid ofbeing accused ofharhouring this ideology . 

.. The Prosecutor v. Gojlw JanlwwC. Decision on Rule 1 Ibis Referral (A C), 15 Novemb<1' 2005, pan. 49. 
" HlliJ\an Rights Watch has referred to specific incidents where allegation of ill-lrelltment did 1101 lead to 
inv.,tigations (HR W Brief. para.s. 90-94)- Thi> is oortainly a matter of concern. However. the incidents do not 
reveal a general panem and does nor in the Chamber's view prevent lnlnsf..- under the specific regime 
established by the Transf.r Law, 
,. HRW Brief, paras_ 27, 86, 87; JCDAA, paras. 100-104; Prosecution Respon>e to HRW, para. 65. The two 
amici rofer not only to the police but also to )>otitJcal authoriti.,». It is unclear what is !mall! by that. 
01 Mtmyakazi Appeals Chamber Decision. para 38); Kanyarukiga Appeals Chamber Docision, pan. 27, 
" Second proambutar paragraph and Anide 9 (1) of the Rwandan Conotitution of 2003 (Anne~ F to the 
Prosecution Request). 
,. Law No 33 bis/2003 of 6 September 2003 Reprossing the Crime of <knocide. Cnmes Against Humanity and 
War Crimes. According to Artlcle 4, imprisonment between 10 and 20 yoan may be imposed on "any person 
who will have publicly shown, by his or ber words, writings, images. or by any other means. that he or she ha.s 
negated the genocide commmed. rudely minimized it or attempted to jnstify or approve its grounds, or any 
f.""'"" who witl have hidden or destroyed its evidence"_ 
00 As pointed out by the Pro>ecution (Response to HRW, para. 29), it follows from human rights cose law that 

prohibiting negarwn or revision of the Holocaust does not constitute o violation of freedom of expression under 
Arnctc l!l of the European Convention of Human Rights and Article 19 of the ICCPR. 
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63. The material indicates that in several instances, the concept bas been given a wide 
interpretation.'"' There are examples of persons being too afraid to appear as witnesses for 
persons who allegedly were innocent. On the other hand, many persons living in Rwanda 
have testified for the Defence in proceedings there. In addition, the Transfer Law provides 
specific rules and remedies in the field of witness protection (above, para. 56). However, the 
Chamber cannot exclude that some potential Defence witnesses in Rwanda may refrain from 
testifYing because of fear of being accused of harbouring "genocidal ideology". 

64. Taking into account the totality of the factors mentioned above, the Chamber accepts 
that the Defence may face prohleJII5 in obtaining v.ritnesses residing in Rwanda because they 
will be afraid to testify. This may affect the fairness of the triaL The Appeals Chamber has 
accepted this conclusion. tol 

Witnesses Outside Rwanda 

65. The Defence, Human Rights Watch and ICDAA dispute that the Defence will be able 
to obtain witnesses residing outside Rwanda. According to the Prosecution, this fear is 
unfounded. 101 The Chamber notes Article 14 (2) and (3) of the Transfer Law: 

In the trial of cases transferred from the ICTR, the Prosecutor General of the 
Republic shall facilitate the witnesses in giving testimony induding those living 
abroad, by the provision of appropriate immigration documents, personal security 
as well as providing them with medical and psychological assistance. 

All witnesses who travel from abroad to Rwanda to testify in the trial of cases 
referred from the ICTR shall have immunity from search, seizure, arrest or 
detention during their testimony and during their travel to and from the trials. The 
High Court of the Republic may establish reasonable conditions towards a 
witness's right of safety in the country. As such there shall be determination of 
limitations of movements in the oountry, duration of stay and travel. 

66. This provision provides a legal framework for witnesses residing abroad, including 
their travel, security, immunity and assistance. The Chamber notes in particular that the 
v.ritnesses shall have immunity from arrest and detention in connection with testimony in 
Rwanda. The Republic of Rwanda has submitted that any perceived concerns regarding 
witnesses living abroad are fully met by this provision, and further provides its assw-ance that 
steps will be taken in particular cases that arise to allay concerns and the afford the protection 
necessary for the obtaining of evidence.""' However, the Chamber is persuaded by the 
submissions by the Defence, Human Rights Watch and ICDAA thai many Rwandans in the 
diaspora will be afraid to testify in Rwanda."" Experience at the ICTR confinns such fear. 

'"' HRW Brief, paras. 30-40 and 99 (arguing that the ooncept has boen considered to cove:r ~a broad ope<trum of 
ideas, expression, and wnduct, often mcludmg those perceived as being in opposition to the policies of lhe 
cummt government» and «questioning the legilimacy of detention ofa Hutu"; and mentioning lists of hlllldreds 
of persons ond organisations considered guilty of holding or dl...,minating "genocHlal ideology", including Care 
lnlemational, BBC and Voice of America). 
"" Munyalrazi Appeals C!tamber Dec,.ion, paras. 38 and 45; KanyarukJga Appeals Chamber De<:i>ion, paras. 27 
and 35. 
'" Defence Brief. paras. 3!-36, in panicular para. 34; HR W Brief, paras. 38-40, Prosecution Response to HRW, 
f.aras. 76-78; !OJ- !OS; ICDAA Bnef, paras. I !6-124. 
04 Annex I to Rwanda's Brief, paras. 22-25. 
"' ICDAA Brief, pan<. 123 ("'CDAA 's conclusion. base<! on its members" e>:penence, " that almost no witness 
from abroad will be willing to go back to Rwanda in order to testify at the request of a dcfOilc< team."); HRW 

" it 
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67. Leaving aside how well-foUJlded such fear is, it bas to be taken into account when 
evaluating the availability of Defence witnesses. According to the Gatete Defence, many of 
its witnesses are in exile and cannot return to Rwanda to testify. 106 It is not unusual at the 
[CTR that Defence teams to a large extent rely on witnesses outside Rwanda.'"' Even 
assuming that some of them will testify in Kigali, it will undenrune the fairness of a trial 
there if Gatete is unable to call a sufficient number of witnesses to present an efficient 
defence. 

68. The Chamber has taken into account that Rwanda has several mutual assistance 
agreements with states in the region and elsewhere in Africa, that agreements have been 
arranged with other states as part of Rwanda's cooperation v.rith the Tribunal and the conduct 
of its domestic trials, and that United Nations Security Council Resolution 1503, calling on 
all states to assist national jurisdictions where cases have been transferred, provides a clear 
basis for requesting and obtaining cooperatian. 101 It notes that the Appeals Chamber has 
accepted that despite the protection available under Rwandan law, many witnesses residing 
outside Rwanda would be afraid to testify in Rwanda.109 

69, The Prosecution and the Republic of Rwanda submit that v.ritnesses residing abroad 
may be heard by video-link conference, and that the necessary facilities exist in Rwanda. 110 

The Chamber accepts that there is such equipment in Rwanda, and that it is available in 
relation to unwilling, including fearful, witnesses. It is also recalled that there is ntensive 
case-law accepting this procedure, under certain conditions, both in domestic jurisdictions 
and at the ICTR.ln Tribunal case law, genuinely-held fear has been considered as a sufficient 
reason to hear the testimony of witnesses residing outside Rwanda by video-link instead of 
requiring their presence in the courtroom. 111 

Brief, pan>. 38 ("Tho right 10 present witnesses is seriously undtrnuntd by the fact that many RwO!ldall 
Witnesses living abrood are unwilling to te>tify m RwOildan courts"}. Quoting a statement by the Minister of 
Justice in February 2007 about bow immunity for witnesses "will be a <1"1' toward. their being captu:red. They 
will have to 01gn affidavits on which thoir curn:nt addr= will be shown and tbal would at any other lime \cad to 
their arrest", Human Right Watch continues (para. 39}: ''This rommen~ widely circulated omong Rwandans in 
the diasi'Ora, se!Ved only 10 confirm the fears of many RWllndanS that the immunity guaranteed by tbe lrallsfer 
law was in fact a falsehood to fac!li\a"'- thoir later arm;\ and forced relUrn 10 Rwanda". 
100 Defence Respoonse, para. 34 (referring to "do>ens" of Defence wilnesses still in exile). 
10' See, e.g. HRW Brief, para 38 ("One e~.,.,enced defetlce lawyer esrimaled that as many as 90 percent of the 
witnesses called by his clients and other accused pe">>Tls reside outside Rwl!llda.'1 Loaving aside the exact 
percentage of Defence witnesses r<:siding abroad m the various trials, the Chamber accepts that it is genernlly 
high. 
100 See discussion in Munyahui Appeals Ch11mber Decision, para. 41; K<lnyarulciga Appeals Chamber DeciSion, 
para. 32. See also The Pros•cutor v, Radovon S<ankovoc, Decision on Rule !Ibis Refemd (AC). para. 26 and 
The Prosecutor v. Milon LukiC and Srelioje LukiC, Decision on Referral of Case Pursuant to Rule l Ibis with 
Confulential Anne>; A and Annex B (Referral Bench), 5 April 2007, para. 85. 
'"' Munyahui Appeals Chamber Decision, para. 40; Ktmyarulciga Appeals Chamber Docision, para. 3 L 
110 Annex 1 to Rwanda's Bnef, para 24 (staring !hot !he High Collrt has facilities to =•ivo vido<>-link 
testimony, and \bat it is envisaged !hat the jurisprudence and praotice of the !CTR will be followed, even though 
there is no explicit provision in Rwandan law); Prosoculion Response to HRW, paras. 66 and 78, quoting 
Ami= Curiae Brief of Rwanda, submilled on 10 January 2008 in the Rule II bis proceedings in Prosecu/or v. 
Halegekimana (p. 7: "Audiovisual re<ord!ng: There are vide<>-link focilirics which will be used 10 receive 
testimony of any witness re•id1ng abroad who may be \Ulable or unWltling to physically appear m court"); 
Prosernlor v Yus•uf Mun"Y"Wi, T. 24 April 2008 p. 70, where Counsel for Rwa:oda confirmed tbat !here were 
no practical or procedural obstacles limiting courts to hoar witnesses by vide<>-link. 
01 1 About fear. see The Pro5ecu/or v, Bagosoro el a/, Decision on Video-Cooferertce Testimony of Kabitigi 
Witness Delta and 10 Hear Testimony in Closed Session (TC), l November 2006, paras. 2-3: Decision on 
Video-Conferene. Te>timony of Kabilig• Witn..,ses YUL-39 and LAX.23 and 10 He..- Testimony in Closed 

tt,_ 
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70. This said, it would be an unpre<:edented situation if most or all witnesses for one side 
were to be heard by video-link. It is preferable that Witnesses be heard in coun. 1 12 The 
testimony of witnesses heard through electronic media runs the risk of being less weighty if 
the quality of the transmission impairs the court's assessment of the witness. The physical 
presence of witnesses makes it easier for the bench to assess their credibility, and also for the 
pantes, including the accused, to follow the evidence and the proceedings. Video-link 
transmission cannot be equated with presence, as there is not the same visual interaction. In 
relation to key witnesses, the use of video-link may, according to the circumstances, raise 
concerns. Ill 

71. Furthennore, human rights case law has established the principle of equality of arms, 
which is one aspe;:t of the right to a fair triaL It implies that each party must be afforded a 
reasonable opponunity to present his or her case- including evidence- under conduions that 
do not place him or her at a substantial disadvantage vi s-il-vis the other party,,,. The hearing 
of most Prosecution witnesses in the courtroom while most of the Defence witnesses either 
refuse to give evidence or testifY by video-link would not be in conformity with this 
pnnciple. In the Chamber's view, there is a real risk that th1s will be the siruation, even if the 
trial is subject to monitoring. 

72. The Chamber concludes that it is not satisfied that Gatete will be able to call 
witnesses residing outside Rwanda to the extent and in a manner whtch will ensure a fair trial 
if his case is transferred. This is in conformity with Appeals Chamber jurisprudence. 115 

(v) Doublejeopardy 

73. According to the Defence and Human Rights Watch, the Rwandan legal system 
provides no protection against double jeopardy as guaranteed by the ICCPR and the Statute 

Sesston (TC), 19 October 2006, paras. 2-5; Decision on Video-Conference Testimony of Kabiligi Wi!llesses 
KX-38 and KVB-46(TC), 5 October 2006. paras. 2·6. 
1" ThiS has been a relevant factor in !CfR case law. Su P'o<ecurM v. Bagosora el ol., Decision on l'Toscoution 
Request fot Testimony of WiUless BT via Video-Link (TC), 8 October 2004, para. 15 (reiterating "the gcni':TIIl 
principle, and the Chamber's strong preference, that mo•t witnesse.s should be heard in court"); Decrsron on 
Tcstrmony by Vrdeo-Confcrcncc (TC), 20 De<ember 2004, para. 4 (empb..,rzmg "the go:neral principle, 
articulated in Rule 90 (A), that "witnosses. shall, in principle, be fteard directly by the Chamber""). Jk<ision on 
Testimony of Witnes.' Amadou Deme by Video-Link (TC). 29 August 2006, para 3. 
1" The Pro•ecrJ.Ior v. Zrgironyirazo. Decision on Interlocutory Appeal (AC), 30 October 2006, para. 19 ("the 
Appeals Chamber accepts that the Trial Chamber's general concern over its ability to osscss the crcdibitity of a 
key wiUless is an important interest""). See also The Prosecutor v. Zejnil Delalic el a/., Decision on the Mohon ro 
Allow WiU>esses K. L and M to Give Their Testimony by Means of Video-Link Conference (TC), 28 May 
l997,para.l8. 
'"See, fot instant<, the following Judgments of the European Court of Human Rights: Delcmm v. Bdgi""'· 
Judgment, 17 January 1970, Series A. No. t 1. paras. 27-38, in particular para. 28; 80/rl.sch v. A...,lrla, Judgmen~ 
6 May 1995, Series A, No. 92, paras. 28·35. particularly para. 32 (referring to the need for equal treatment as 
between the hearing of a Prosecution witness and a Defence witness); Dombo Beheer B.Y. v. Tire Netherlands, 
Judgmcn~ 27 October 1993. Series A, No. 274. paras. 31)-JS. in particular para. 33 {"each party mu.sl be 
afforded a reasot1able opporlllnity to plcstnl b" ease- including his evidence- under conditions that do not 
place hrm at a •ubotantial disadvantage vis-;\-vis his opponent"). 
'' Munyakazi Appeals Chamber Jk<ision, para. 42; Kanyarukiga Appeals Cllllmber Decision, para. 33. The 

Appeals Chamber concluded that the Trtol Cllllmbers did not err m fmding that the availability of video-link 
facilities is not a oompletely satisfactory solution to the \esbmony of wiUlesses residing outside Rwonda, given 
that it is preferable ro bear direct witness testimony. lt would be a violation of the principle of the equahty of 
arms if the majority of Defence witnesses would tc•trfy by video-hnk whLle !be majority of Prosecution 
wrUlesses would tesnfy in person) 
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{non bis in id~m). It is argued that the accused confronts pending proceedings both before the 
Rwandan justice system and the Gacaca jurisdiction. The Prosecution submits that the risk of 
double jeopardy is unsupported and refers to the Transfer Law no 

74. The Chamber recal!s that ICCPR Article 14 (7) states that no-one shall be liable to be 
tried or punished again fur an offence for which he bas already been finally convicted or 
acquitted in accordance with the law and penal procedure of each country. Similarly, it 
fol!ows from Article 9 (I) of the ICTR Statute that no person "shall be tried before a national 
court for acts constituting serious violations of international humanitarian law under the 
Statute for which he or she ha.> already been tried by the Tribunal". Under Rwandan law, 
however, it follows from the 2004 Gacaca Law that a person may be tried first by an ordinary 
court and subsequently by a Gacaca jurisdiction. According to Anicle 93, the Gacaca Courts 
of Appeal are the only couns competent to review judgments in such cases.111 Human Rights 
Watch has provided examples of accu:;;ed who were first acquitted by an ordinary court and 
subsequently brought before a Gacaca jurisdiction. 

75. It is not the task of the Chamber to assess the general implementation in Rwandan law 
of the protection against double jeopardy but to determine whether Gatete, if transferred, will 
be protected against a violation of this princ!ple. The Transfer Law, which according to 
Article I regulates the transfer of cases, establishes the High Court and the Supreme Court as 
the only courts to hear such cases. Article 2 specifies that the High Court "shall be the 
competent court to conduct [in] the first instance" cases that are transferred [n]otw!thstanding 
any other law to the contrnry". Article 25 states that in the event of any inconsistency 
between the Transfer Law and another law, the former shall prevail. Finally, Article 13 of the 
Transfer Law provides that it shall apply without prejudice to other rights ("soUl" reserve 
d'autres draits") guaranteed in the ICCPR, which includes the prohibition of double jeopardy 
(above, para. 74). According to Article 190 of the Constitution, international conventions 
1<1tified by Rwanda is more binding than other laws (para. 16). In view of these provisions, 
the Chamber is sattsfied that Gatete, if transferred, will not run the risk of double jeopardy. 11s 

(vi) Arrest and Condilions of Detention 

76. Case law ha.> established that conditions of detention in a national jurisdiction, 
whether pre- or post-conviction, are a matter that touches upon the fairness of that 
jurisdiction's criminal justice system. 119 By way of introduction, the Chamber notes that 
Rwanda has ratified and incorporated several human rights instruments, including the 
ICCPR, which prohibits unlawful and arbitrary deprivation of liberty (Article 9), requires that 
all persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and respect (Article 10), 
and outlaws torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (Article 7). The 

'" Defence Response, paras. 100-103; Prosecution Reply, para. 46; HRW Brief paras. IS (b). 55·60, 111 (c); 
l'rosecution R"''''nse to HRW. paras. 45-48. 
"' Article 9~ of the 2004 Gacaca Law provides: "(l) The judgement can be subject to review only whon: {1) the 
p-erson was acquined in a judgement passed in the last resort by an ordinary court. but is later found guilty by 
the Gacaca Coun; (2) the person was convicted'" a judgement passed by"" ordinary court, but is later found 
innocent by the Gacaca court ... The Gac.aca Court of Appeal i> the only competent Court to r<view judgemen(S 
~assed under sucb cond>tions."" 
" This conclusion means thot the Chamber accepts the Prosecution submissions. Dunng the omt hearing II\ Tile 

Pro .. cutor v Munyakazi. Counsel for Rwanda confirmed that a case dealt with under the Transfer Law cannot 
be heard by the Gac.aca jurisdicttons_ T 24 April 2008, p. 66. 
1" The Prosecutor v_ RadoW1n Stadxmc, Decision on Rule I Ibis Referral (AC), I Seplember 2005. para. 34. liS 

well as Referral Bench practice (see. for instance, footnote 121 below)_ 
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Constitution establishes the right to physical and mental integrity and provides that no-one 
shall be subjected to torture, physical abuse or cruel, inhuman or depading treatment (Arttcle 
15). The liberty of persons is guaranteed by the State (Article 18). '2 

77. The Defence, Human Rights Watch and ICDAA raise concerns in relation to unlawful 
detention and inhuman conditions of detention, as well as tonure. The Prosecution disputes 
this. Before considering these issues separately, the Chamber recalls that the ICTY has used 
the following yardstick to evaluate potential risks confrontmg an accused if transferred: 

First, the Bench must examine whether any suspicions of threats to the accused's safety are 
substantiated and based on fact. If so, the Bench must then detennine whether the authorities 
of the state of referral would be able to effectively safeguard the accused against any attacks 
on his hfe and limb.'" 

(a) Unlawful and Arbitrary Arrest 

78. The Prosecution argues that Gatete will be lawfully detained if transferred. Human 
Rights Watch and ICDAA express doubts in this regard, referring to examples of lengthy pre
trial detention m Rwanda, even without an arrest warrant, before the ordinary courts and 
Gacaca jurisdictions.m The Chamber recalls that Gatete was arrested on the basis of an 
internauonal arrest warrant and has been lawfully detamed by the ICTR. If transferred, it will 
be on the basis of the most recent Indictment, issued by the TCTR on 10 May 2005 (above, 
para. 3). According to Article 5 of the Transfer Law, his arrest and detention in Rwanda shall 
be regulated in accordance with the Code of Criminal Procedure, which has provisions about 
appearance before ajudge.m Consequently, there is an adequate legal framework in place to 
prevent unlawful and arbitrary detention. 

79, The Chamber is well aware of the criticism concerning unlawful and lengthy 
detention both in respect of Gacaca courts and the ordinary courts. However, Gatete will be 
detained under the legal regime established by the Transfer Law. Any irregularities or lengthy 
pre-trial detention may be brought to the attention of the High Court, the Supreme Court and 
the monitoring mechanism (below, D). Consequently, the Chamber does not find that the risk 
of unlawful or arbitrary detenuon prevents his transfer. 

(b) Conditions of Detention 

80. The Defence, Human Rights Watch and ICDAA submit that it is unclear whether the 
detention conditions before, during and, in case of a conviction, after trial will comply with 
the ICCPR and other internationally recognised standards. According to the Prosecution and 

"" Rwandan Constitu!ion of 2003 (Annex F to the Prosecution Request). 
"' The PrQSer:utor v_ Mo/orod TrbiC, Decision on Referral of Case under Rule II hi! with Confidontial Annex 
(Refenal Bench), 27 April 2007, pua. 40, relying on The Prosecutor v. MoWn Lulr:ii and St-edoje Wkii, 
Decision on R<forral of Case Pur.uan\ to Ruk !J bi• with Confidential Annex A .,d Anna B (RefemU Bcncll). 
5 Apri\2007, pua. 64. 
L2:l Prosecution Reques~ para. 79; HRW Brief, para:; 16 (f), ]()6.109, 1 I I (1); Prosecution Rospoll5e to HRW, 
E· 79-80; ICDAA Brief, paras. 126-137; Prosecution Response to ICDAA, para. 25. 
, See Article< 93-100 of the Cod< on Crim1nol Procedure concerning "prevcn11ve detention~ (Anne• G to the 

Prosecution Request). 
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the Republic of Rwanda, these fears are unfounded. The conditions of detention will be 
subject to inspection. 12

' 

8 L Some of the submissions refer to material showing that the gene:ml detention 
conditions in Rwanda are below international standards, for instance due to overcrowding, 
lack of health care and shortage of food. The issue for the Chamber is whether Gatete will be 
subjected to such conditions. Article 23 (I) and (2) of the Transfer Law states: 

Any person who is transferred to Rwanda by !he ICTR for trial shall be detained in 
accordance with the minimum standards of detention stipulated in the United Nations Body of 
Principles for !he Protection of All Persons under Any form of Detention or Imprisonment, 
adopted by General Assembly resolution 43 /173 of9 December 1998. 

The lntemauonal Comminee of the Red Cross or an observer appointed by the President of 
the ICTR shall have the nght to inspect the conditions of detention of pernon.s transferred to 
Rwanda by the ICTR and held in detention. The International Committee of the Red Cross or 
the observer appointed by the lCTR shall submit a confidential report based on the findinp of 
these inspe<:tions to the Minister of Justice of Rwanda and to the President of the ICTR." 

82. This provision institutes a special regime for detainees transferred from the ICTR. 
The question is how it will be implemented in practice. 

83. The Chamber is not persuaded by the concerns regarding the physical conditions of 
the detention facilities in which Gatete will be placed, should he be transferred. Any 
remaining problems at the time of transfer can be drawn to the attention of the monitoring 
mechanism under Rule II his (D) (iv) or to inspectors to be appointed under Articles 23 (2) 
of the Transfer Law. 

84. The remaining issue is whether Gatete, if transferred, runs any risk of torture, and 
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.120 The Chamber does not consider it 
likely that such acts will be committed under the special regime established by the Transfer 
Law. Furthermore, Article 23 (2) provides for inspection by the International Red Cross 
Committee (ICRC) or an observer appointed by the ICTR President. Should ill-treatment 
occur, it would also be a matter for the monitoring mechanism under Rule II his (D)(iv). 
This may lead to revocation of any transfer decision under Rule I 1 his (F) and (G). 

(c) Life Imprisonment with Solitary Confinement 

85. The Defen~e and Human Rights Watch refer to the law which in 2007 abolished 
capital punishment {the Death Penalty Law) and replaced it with life imprisonment or "life 
imprisonment with special provis10n"".'~7 They argue that Gatete may, if convicted to life 
imprisonment, risk prolonged soli!ary confinement in breach of Article 7 of the ICCPR. The 
Prosecuuon disputes that the "special provision" clause is applicable under the Transfer Law. 

"'' Prosecution ~uest, paras. 79-80; Defence Response, paras. 97-98; HRW Brief, paras. 1 S (c). 16 (g), 61-67, 
110, 11 t (d) and (m); Pms..:ution Response to HRW. pons. 49-52; ICDAA Brief, paras. 138-t46; Prnsecution 
Response to ICDAA, paras. 25-3 I. 
'" Some minor stylistic change> hove b<en made in the English translation of the te•t Furthennore. Article 23 
(3) and (4) J>TOVide fo:r notification and investigation if an accused di.,. or escapes from prison. 
"' lCDAA Brief, paras. 147-154. 
"'Organic Law No. 31nl)()7 of 25 Juty 2007 Relating to the Abolition of the Death Penalty (Annex E to the 
Prosecution Request). &• above. para. 25. 
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Prolonged isolation will therefore not occur. Rwanda has offered assurances that under 
Rwandan law, no accused transferred to Rwandan courts from the ICTR will be sentenced 10 
a tenn of life imprisonment with solitary confinement, if convicted. " 3 

86, It is common ground that prolonged solitary confinement may constitute a violation of 
Article 7 of the ICCPR and other instruments prohibiting torture and inhuman and degrading 
treatment or punishment. '19 The question is whether Gatete, if transferred, may be subjected 
to such isolation. Article 3 of the law which in 2007 abolished capital punishment, states that 
the death penalty is substituted "by life tmprisonrnent or life imprisonment with special 
provision". According to Article 4, the latter means that "a convicted person is kept in 
isolation"_ On the other hand, Article 21 of the Transfer Law provides that "life 
imprisonment" shall be the heaviest penalty, without any reference to imprisonment "with 
special provision"_ 

87. The Chamber notes that the Transfer Law, which could arguably be seen as lex 
speciafis in the field of transfer, states in Article 25 that its provisions shall prevail in the 
event of any inconsistency with other legislation. On the other hand, the Death Penalty Law, 
which was adopted a few months after the Transfer Law, is lex posterior and provides 
categorically in Article 9 1hat "[a]lllegal provisions contrary to this Organic Law are hereby 
repealed". Although these two laws may be interpreted to the effect that "life imprisonment 
with special provision" does not apply within the field ofapplication of the Transfer Law, the 
legal situation ts nevertheless unclear. The Chamber finds that there is a risk that Gatete, if 
transferred and convicted, may he subject to isolation and is therefore not satisfied that he 
will be protected against isolation. This confoons to case law of the Appeals Chamber.uo 

(vii) Individuol Circumstances 

88. The Defence invokes Gatete's personal circ11JI1J;tances, pointing out that he would face 
pantcular risks to his personal security. Remaining under the ICTR 'sjurisdiction is necessary 
to prevent reprisal attacks against him. 1l' The Chamber has considered these submissions, but 
does not find thattbey prevent transfer of his case. 

"'Defence Re.ponse, paras. 95-97; HRW Brief, paras. 61-{i7 (referring 1<> ICCPR Art1cle 7); Prosecution 
Response to HRW, in particular paras, 49-SO; Rwanda's Brief, pora S (\>), and iiS Anne~ I, paras. 9· \3. 
'"'The ICCPR flwnan Rights Commttt<e has adopted General Comm<nt 20, pan>. 6 ("The Committee notes that 
prolonged solitary confmement of lhe detained or impri'-'>ned person may amount to acts prohibited by Artiele 
7"). Similar statements have been made in coMection w1th lhe Committee's consideration of reymts from states 
under Artiele 40 and indivtduol communications under lhe Optional Protocol. Under lhe European Convention 
on Hurrum RighiS, the Court have established similar principles in iieveral cases, for instance Ramirez Sanchez v_ 
Frana, Judgment, 4 July 2006, paras. 120-150, m particular pan_ 136 ("substantive reasons must be given 
when a protracted period of solitary confmemem LS e~tended") and 145 ("The Court nevertlleleas WIShes to 
emphasise that solitary confinemen~ even in cases entailing ooly relative isolation, cannot be impose-d on a 
prisoner indefinitely. Moreover, it ,. esseollal tho! the pri>rn~er should be able to have an ind<p<11dent judicial 
authority review the men!.> of and reasons for a prolonged measure of solitary confmement"), In the present 
case, the panies have not addressed th= ir.sues. 
110 Munyakazi Appeals Chamber Deoision, para. 16-19; KW~yan~kiga Appeals Chamber Decision, P""'-'· 12-14. 
The Appeals Chamber found it unclear how these two laws may be interpr~t<d by Rwandan courts. It would be 
pos.sible for courts in Rwanda to interpTCt the r~levant laws either to hold thot life imprisonment with special 
provision is applicable to tranSfer cases, or to hold that life imp!lsonment without special provisions is lhe 
maxtmum pUitishment. The Trial Chamb<r adds thai the lack of clarity was illustrated during the oral hoanng in 
The Prosecuw- "- Yussuf Munyokini, T. 24 Apnl 2008 pp, 63, 66-67, 76-77 _ 
"'Defence Response, para 99. 
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D. Monitoring 

89. If the request for transfer is granted, the Prosecutor may, according to Rule II his 
(D)(iv), send observers to monitor the proceedings in Rwandan courts. As mentioned above 
(in particular paras. 64, 72 and 87), the Chamber has some concerns that prevent transfer. The 
Chamber will nevertheless address the issue of monitoring, as it has rejected some of the 
objections against transfer based on the e:t::istence of a satisfactory monitoring system. 

90. The Prosecutor's request was based on monitoring of national proceedings. The 
Defence submits that there is no monitoring agreement currently in place between the ICTR 
Prosecutor and the African Conunission on Human and People's Rights. Further, the absence 
of press and other freedoms in Rwanda precludes the possibility of effective monitoring. 
ICDAA argues that monitors should not be selected by the Prosecution but by an independent 
organisation in order to ensure that they represent the interests of all interested parties. It is 
also of the view that the proposed monitoring process will be insufficient."' 

91. The Chamber re<:alls that Rule 11 bis (D)(iv) confers a substantial amount of 
discretion on the Prosecutor in determining whether to send monitors on his behalf and how 
such monitoring should be conducted.m He has approached the African Commission on 
Human and People's Rights, which has accepted to monitor proceedings in transferred 
cases.IJ' Such an arrangement falls squarely within the Prosecutor's discretion. The Chamber 
notes that the Commission is an independent organ established under the Afncan Charter on 
Human and Peoples' Rights and has no reason to doubt that the Commission has the 
ne;:essary qualifications to monitor trials. 

92. Rwandan legislation includes provisions about monitoring. Article 19 of the Transfer 
Law states that the ICTR Prosecutor shall have the right to designate individuals to observe 
the progress of transferred cases. The observers shaH have access to court proceedings, 
documents and records relatmg to the case, as well as access to all places of detention.n' The 
Republic of Rwanda has expressed its commitment to facilitating the work of the monitors. 1

J
6 

93. According to Rule II his (F) and (G), the Prosecutor may, before a transferred person 
has been found guilty or acquitted by a national court, request the Chamber to revoke the 
transfer order and make a formal request that the State concerned defer to the competence of 
the ICTR. In conformity with the duty to co-operate with the Tribunal (Article 28 of the 
ICTR Statute), the State shall accede to such a request without delay. The counterpart in 
Rwandan law is Article 20 of the Transfer Law, which provides that an accused sha!l be 
promptly surrendered to the ICTR ifa transfer order is revoked. The Republic ClfRwanda bas 
committed itself to complying with any revocation order. 137 

'" l'rosc<utlon Requeot p..-as. 76-80. Defence Response, paras. !05-!08; tCDAA Brief, paras. 155-170, 
Proseeut1on R<sponse to ICDAA, paras. 39-47. 
'"Tire /'roser:utor v. RadoWJn Stanlwvic, DeciSLon on Rule I 1 Bis Referral (AC), l September 2005. paras. 50, 
53,57. 
'" Lener of 2 June 2006 from the Presuient of the African Commission on Human and People's Rights to the 
ICTR Prosocutor (Anne~ M to the Pros«ution Request); Prosecution Reply, paro. 47 (an agreement 15 in plaoe 
and the modalities for its implementation witt be worked out as soon a. a referral is granted). 
"'Pla- of detention are not only subject to monitoring under Anicte !9, but also uupe<tion U. pursuance of 
Ar!icte 23 (see above para. S I concerning The lnrematiooal Comminee of Red Cross or an observer appointed 
b~ the !CfR President. 
' Rwanda's Brief, para. 5 (d), as well as Anne• 1, pa:ra. 4 and Annex 2, para. 2. 
"'Rwanda's Bnef. para S{d) 
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94. The Chamber considers the suggested monitoring system satisfactory and has taken 
this into account in its deliberations. This has led to the rejection of some of the objections 
against transfer. However, monitoring will not, in the Chamber's view, solve the problems 
relating to availability and protection of witnesses and not eliminate the risk of solitary 
confinement in case of life imprisonment. The Chamber find support for its conclusions in 
Appeals Chamber case law."' 

E. Concluding Remarks 

95. The Chamber concludes that the Republic of Rwanda has made notable progress m 
improving its judicial :;ystem. Its legal ftam~work contains satisfactory provisions concerning 
jurisdiction and criminalises Jean-Baptiste Gatete's alleged conduct. The death penalty has 
been abolished. However, the Chamber is not satisfied that Gatete will receive a fair trial if 
transferred to Rwanda_ First, it is concerned that he will not be able to call witnesses residing 
outside Rwanda to the extent and in a manner wbicb will ensure a fair triaL Second, it accepts 
that the Defence will face problems in obtaining witnesses residing in Rwanda heca\15e they 
will be afraid to testify. Third, there is a risk that Gatete, if convicted to life imprisonment 
there, may risk solitary confinement due to unclear legal provisions in Rwanda. 

FOR THE ABOVE REASONS, THE CHAMBER 

DENIES the Request. 

Arusha, 17 November 2008. 

Erik Mese 

Presiding Judge Judge 

"' Munyakazi Appeals Chamber ~cision, para. 30, Kanyarubga Appeals Chamber Decision, para. 38. 




